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Norid,a Weather Proves Coot For Murray Band
The Florida sunshine is a little cooler
than members of the Murray High
School Band expected according to
assistant band director Frank Schwab.
The band left for Florida early Tuesday
morning and will march in the Orange
Bowl parade in Miami Saturday.
We had a real fine trip down," Schwab said in a telephone interview with
The Murray Ledger & Times this
morning, "but the weather is cool and
an all-time low temperature has been
predicted.''

Schwab said that the temperature in
Kissimmee, Fla., where the band is
staying, dropped to the high 20's last
night.
"We had an unexpected visitor this
morning," Schwab added. "Johnny
Mann, 'The Traveling Man' of WSMTV, channel 4, Nashville dropped in on
us and did a filmed interview."
Schwab said Mann told the band
members that the ,interview should be
broadcast during channel four's 6 p.m.

MPD To Participate
In Labor Department
Apprentice Program
A police apprenticeship training
program with the Murray Police
Department and the U. S. Department
of Labor is expected to become a reality
today when four city police recruits
formally sign-up on the program.
According to Murray Police Chief
Brent Manning, officials with U. S.
Department of Labor are expected in
Murray this afternoon to sign four
trainees up for a one year educationwork stint on Murray Police Department.
Murray is the second city in the
nation to join the program, Manning
said today.
Manning explained the program
should save taxpayers some $34,000 the
first year.
New recruits signing up today are
Dean Alexander, David Smith, Teddy
Cohoon and Steve Hale.
"This is really an education program
for policemen," Manning said. "They'll
be learning the trade plus will be taking
280 hours of classroom work at Rich-

mond, the state law enforcement
academy at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Manning said the local department
will be keeping records of the men's
performances both in the classroom
and during training.
The police chief said the $34,000
federal grant will cover a year's salary,
in addition to other benefits.
Pantucket, R.I., was the first city in
the Nation to apply for the program,
Manning said, and Murray was the
second., .
"I think this is one of the best
programs Murray Police Department
has ever participated in. There seems
to be no strings attached," Manning
said of the Law Enforcement
Apprenticeship Program.
Officials expected at today's signingup are Robert F. Friel with U.S.
Department of Labor's Lim Enforcement Apprenticeship Program and
Howard Pierce, with the Louisville
office of U.S. Department of Labor.

newscast Friday, Dec. 30, and that it
possibly could be rebroadcasted during
the 10 p.m. newscast Friday.
"Everybody's doing fine," Schwab
said, adding that the band would
rehearse until about noon today, grab a
quick lunch, and travel to Circus World
this afternoon.
The 191-member Murray High Band
is one of a dozen bands selected to
appear Friday night in the Great Bands
of the Orange Bowl performance in the
Orange Bowl stadium. Also appearing

Friday in that performance, as well as
Saturday in the parade, will be the
Marshall Count*, High School band
from Draffenville.

NBC's parade coverage will begin at
6 p.m. local time Saturday and may be
received on channel six, Paducah, or
channel four, Nashville.

Spokesmen for NBC television, which
will telecast the Orange Bowl parade
Saturday night, have told MHS band
director Joe Sills that the Murray Band,
widners of the National Marching
Bands of America Championship
earlier this year, will be featured
during the telecast.

Thursday the band members will go
to Disney World where they will be
featured in the 9 p.m. parade through
the park.
On Friday, the band will again
rehearse before traveling to Miami
where they will appear in the first
"Great Bands" field exhibition.
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BURNED CAR—A small field blaze erupted from an auto fire on Utterback Road Tuesday afternoon. Here, a fireman
with Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad prevents the fire from spreading to a gas system pipe network near the car. The
auto belonged to Nancy Chester who said she came outside, started the car, left it idling. When she returned,the auto was
ablaze, she said. The fire yesterday afternoon marked the second for the fire rescue squad. Earlier Tuesday a fire
destroyed a block house in Dexter.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

Cost Of Government NotAs Rapid Here As Other Areas
For Calloway County residents who
put in a squeeze, it seems, trying to
wonder whether the local taxes they are
maintain and, if possible, to expand its
paying are higher or lower than those
services and rneetrising payrolls.
levied in other communities, recent
The fastest expansion in operating
surveys provide some answers.
costs has been centered in education,
They show that while the cost of
health and hospitals and public welfare.
government has been rising rapidly for
In the past 10 years, states the Conlocal taxpayers, the increase has not
ference Board, state and local exbeen as rapid as in some areas.
penditures have more than trippled,
The facts and figures come from the
going from $101 billion to $319 billion.
Department of Commerce, the Com-- As a result,the tea-load for these
merce Clearing House and others.'-- - governmental
operations
rose
Nearly every community has been
throughout the United States to a
-*<a<k- waisida- ,9r4kalgaian..L....,,c.
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Saturday will begin with another
rehearsal followed by free time on the
beach at Ft. Lauderdale prior to the
parade.
On Sunday, the band will watch a
rerun of the parade on a local Miami tv
station, have a devotional service, and
visit the Miami Seaquarium.
Monday, Jan. 2, the band will depart
for Murray and wW spend that night in
Cordella, Ga. The band will arrive
home in Murray sometime around 8
p.m., Jan. 3.

record,high_oL$731.per capita in the
past.fiscal year..This was $304 above
1970.
In Calloway County, state and local
taxes came to an estimated $540 per
capita in the year.
This compares with an averagt of
$549 in the rest of the State of Kentucky.
about $52 more than the year before
The average in the East South Central
States was $4*.
The tax burden grew heavier-ln-ilie
past year in -ever/ section,±af_ the
<
INTERNATIONAL TOUR —
Murray city officials and police
department
representatives
Tuesday afternoon conducted a
special tour of city hall and the
pollee station with 19 internationel
students staying at various Blood
River Baptist Association locations
during the Christmas holidays. In
the photo below, Murray Mayor
John Ed Scott conducts a questionanswer session with the students;
and in the photo to the left, Murray
Police Chief Brent Manning chats
with some students who toured city
facilities. The students,from Israel,Jordan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South
Africa and Japan, visited Murray
State University and had supper at
First Baptist Church in Murray
yesterday afternoon. Today they are slated to visit various radio and
newspaper operations and attend
Memorial Baptist this evening.
Staff Photos By Lowell Atchley
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country andAartedividelytronistattlo,through property taxes. The yield from
state.
sales and gross receipts taxes was
•
almost.as much, 34.8 percent. Income
Arkansas retahied its position aithe
state with the lowest per capita rate,
taxes were next in line, producing 15.7
$454. Alaska was highest, with $1,896,
percent.
replacing New York, which had topped
For residents of Calloway County, the
tax load for their state and local
the list for 10 straight years.
governmental operations came to an
Nationwide, most of the state-local
estimated $16,254,000.
revenue, 36.3 percent of it, was raised
4.

Rescueit DigTbrough
Rubble Of Texas
Grain El-evil-tor Blast
GALVESTON, Texas (AP) —
70 miles away, tore two gaping holes in
Rescuers dug through the rubble of a
the side of the 13-story main elevator.
grain elevator today seeking survivors
The facility includes 40 silOs and has a
of a thunderous explosion that ripped
capacity of 3.5 million bushels of grain.
through the structure, killing at least
Automobile-sized chunks of concrete
seven people and injuring 23.
A man and a woman were palled _. were throvm more than 200 feet and a
"ritiasitliriatch engine was twisted into
from beneath the twisted steel and
a tangle ef steel
hunks of concrete shortly after midnight, but police said seven or eight
more people were believqd missing.
Choking concrete dust and smoke
hampered search efforts, overcoming
at least 15 rescue workers.
Authorities declined to speculate on
what caused the blast, the second explosion at an American grain elevator
in five days. An explosion leveled an
elevator complex in New Orleans on
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A recent
Thursday, killing 34 people, and
by a Kentucky university shows
survey
searchers are still combing the rubble
that the number of public school
for a missing man. The cause of that
teachers in the state has declined
explosion has not been determined.
significantly since 1972 when an
Authorities said the blast here apoverabundance of teachers miant dim
parently occurred in a tunnel that
prospects for many college
job
connected the elevator to a loading
graduates.
grain
unloading
dock. Two ships were
The results of the survey, conducted
at the time but were towed awayby the
this month by Western Kentucky
U.S. Coast Guard.
University, has led a University of
Grain elevators such as the one at
Louisville dean to conclude that the
Galveston contain highly volatile grain
demand for and supply of teachers are
dust that can ignite and explode from
becoming equal.
even the smallest spark.
The survey found that the total
State and local police, fearing other
number of teachers graduating from 13
blasts might be triggered by a stillprivate and state institutions dropped
smoldering fire, closed off the north end
by 35.39 percent — from 4,979 to 3,217
of Galveston Island. "It's still a
from 1972 to 1976.
Hugh
Chief
dangerous situation:* Fire
The number of elementary school
O'Donohoe said.
teachers declined 26.48 percent during
Police I,t. D K . lack said sevin
that period and secondary school
deaths had been confirmed. Officers
teachers decreased by 40.21 percent.
had reported earlier that 10 bodies had
Western's survey covered eight state
been recovered but later said several
institutions and five private colleges
had been counted twice.
Dr. F Randall Powers, dean of the U
The foroa of Tuesday night's blast at
See TEACHERS;
"—
the FafIntr's Export Grain'Co., which
Peg!lf,Glum 7.
h00131,....
...
_
iftFiEred about8AP.M.A00.18114
-• .
—

Number Of Public

Schaal Teachers

Declining in State

MAYFIELD—Inflation battered
consumers will receive some relief in
1978—$360 million in savings thanks to
the steady decline of the federal excise
tax on telephone bills, the West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
announced today.
Beginning Jan. 1 this tax drops from 5
percent of the bill to 4 percent. The
decrease . started several years ago as
the result of Congressional action and
will continue declining 1 percent annually until January 1, 1982, when the
levy is eliminated.
The tax savings represents the
estimated difference between what
customers would have paid in 1978 at
the 5 percent rate, and what they will
pay at the new 4 percent rate. pme $60
million of the total will be saved by
customers of Independent telephone
companies, according to estimates by
they U. S. Independent Telephone
Association. The remainder of the
savings will apply to Bell System
customers.
The association represents the interests of the nation's 1,600 non-Bell
System telephone conatnies serving
more than 29 million telephones—one
out of every five in the nation."
The excise tax was -first imposed by
Congress during World War I as a
"temporary" measure. Although
repealed briefly after the war, it was
reinstituted during the Depression and
has continued ever since at rates as
high as 15 percent on local service and
25 percent on long distance calls. From
1954 to 1971 it stood at 10 percent.

Mayfield Is Named
State Farmers'Strike
Activities Center
MADISONVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Two
western Kentucky farmers have been
chosen to represent the state next
month at a national meeting in Omaha,
Neb., to discuss the nationwide farmers'strike.
Farmers from about 60 Kentucky
'counties met here Tuesday to organize
their efforts as part of the strike, which
farmers are holding to emphasize their
demands for higher prices.
Those attending the meeting selected
Forrest Burchard of Mayfield and Don
Kennedy of Hopkinsville to attend the
national meeting in Omaha on Jan. 6,
where farmers will discuss the strike
with Agriculture SecreWity— Bob
Bergland.
The farmers also designated three
cities as centers for coordinating activities. Botvling Green will be the site
of the state communications center, the
farmers decidd, and the state's
organizing office will be located in
Hopkinsville.
In addition, Mayfield was designated
as the site of the strike activities office.
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slightly warmer
A few snow flurries today and
tonight, otherwise, gradually
increasing cloudiness and
seasonably cold today. Highs
today in the upper 20s and low
30s. Cloudy with slightly warmer
night-time temperatures,tonight.
Lows in the mid teens. Cloudy
and a bit warmer Thursday with
Mem in the Mid 30s.
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were given to members to
take to the persons. The
members exchanged gifts and
drew names for sunshine
friends for the coming year.
Fifteen members and four
visitors wcre present.
The women will have a
pledge program at the church
on Thursday, January 12, at
seven p n. with Inez Hopkins
as the leader.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Paul Dunbar of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from

MISS YOUR PAPER?
erhe

have

not

received their home-delivered
copy of The Mornay Ledge, &
Times by 5:30 p.m. hlietwiay,
friday or by 3:30 p.n.. on Sates
days are urged to cail 75119116
between 530 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
htondiay•Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
ow/ 4 p.m. Saturdays, to Mama
delivery of the newspaper CaPs
must be placed by 6 p.m. grime- •
day s or 4 p.m. Sattardflls to
ip•mimeo delivery.

• NEW YEAR'S EVE DANCE
JAYCEE BUILDING
Featuring

Tommy Jennings Show
-lust Bring Yourself"
9:00-1:00

$10.00

•••
-11 •••••1:akVikibew••

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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D

equeaths Self
As Loving Legacy
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I hope you find the following worthy of
your column:
"At a certain moment a doctor will determine that my
brain has ceased to function and that, for all intents and
purposes, my life has stopped.
When that happens, do not attempt to instill artificial
life into my I,.y by the use of a machine. And don't call
this my 'deat .• d.'Call it my 'Bed of Life,' and let my body
be taken from it to help others lead fuller lives.
Give my sight to a man who has never seen,a sunrise, a
baby's face or love in the eyes of a woman.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Give my heart to a person whose own heart has caused
was Catherine Greer, Murray. nothing but endless days of pain.
Give my blood to the teenager who has been Pulled from
HOSPITAL PATIENT
. his
the wreckage of his car, so that he might live to see
Mrs. Frances Beach of granflchildren play.
Murray has been a patient at
Give my kidneys to one who depends on a machine to
the Western Baptist Hospital, exist from week to week.
Take my bones, every muscle, every fiber and nerve in
Paducah.
my body and find a way Co make a crippled child walk.
Explore every corner of my brain. Take my cells,-if
PADUCAH PATIENT
and let them grow so that someday a speechless
necessary,
James Smothers of Murray
at the crack of a bat and a deaf girl will hear
shout
will
boy
has been dismissed from the
the sound of rain against her window.
Hospital,
Western Baptist
Burn what is left of me and scatter the ashes to the
Paducah.
winds to help the flowers grow.
If you must bury something, let it be my faults, my
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
weaknesses, and all prejudice against my fellow man.
John Kelly of Murray has
Give my soul to God.
been a patient at Lourdes
If by chance you wish to remember me, do it with a kind
Hospital, Paducah.
deed or word to someone who needs you. If you do all I
have asked, I will live forever."
--AUTHOR UNKNOWNHOSPITAL PATIENT
SUBMITTED BY C.P.: TROY,ILLINOIS
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
DEAR C.P.: Thanks for sharing. After this is published I
was Donnie Parker, Murray
the author will surface to claim his well-deserved
hope
Route Five.
credit.
Meanwhile, it gives me another opportunity to repeat
SUBSTITUTE HONEY
address of the organ bank: The Living Bank, P.O. Box
the
When you are preparing 6725, Houston, Texas 77005.
your own-barbecue sauce, you
Write to them and express your desire to will your
can usually substitute honey organs after death. They will send you a card that should
for the sugar called for.
be carried at all times.
I carry such a card and feel that there is nothing I could
leave after my death that will be of greater value.
ABBY

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rhonda Sledd of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Sabscri)ers

Managing Jecttousy Between Children

by the group led by Jean
Burkeen with Cheryl Burkeen
at the piano.

Cheryl Burkeen was in
charge of the program
-.resented at the meeting of
e n epen
Methodist Church Women
oeld Thursday, Dccember 8,
at seven p.m. at the church.
scripture from Luke 2
was *Tad by Maurita Burkeen.
A dialogue on The Meaning
of Christmas" was read by
Inez Hopkins and Nancy
Hopkins. The letters of
Christmas were spelled out by
several members.
Christmas carols were sung

By k'J L Blasingarne, M.D.

Let's Stay Well

Independence Methodist
Women Hold•Program

17:15]

tirtopie

M. w—iites
her six-year-old daughler
persists in being jealous of
her 15-month-old brother.
The mother fears that her
daughter may cause phsyical harm to him. She
pushes him over several
times a week and resents
his handling her toys,
many of which she now
seldom uses in play.
A: Jealousy between
children is very common,
especially between the
first born and the second.
The first child experienced
a period during which it
was not necessary to share
parents and possessions
with another child.
The younger child usually requires more attention, especially in her early
years, and may appear to
the older child to be receiving an excessive amount of
the parents' time and
attention. The older child
may feel challenged and
may become hostile
toward the younger one
and to the parents. Such
hostility can result in injury to the younger child
by the older one.
This insecurity in the
91der child may cause the

rh'iri to became aness:Tye. If the jealousy persists, behavior may become restricted, and the'
old child later may appear
to be inhibited and tirnid.
While mild to moderate
rivalry between children
can be stimulating, and
some jealousy is recognized as normar, persistent
jealousy can be destruc-w
tive and unwholesome.
Hostility arising out of
jealousy in a child requires
the careful, attention of
both parents. They must
show regular affection for
both children and cultivate
in them a sense of security
about the love shown by
the father and mother.
Love and affection are the
best antidotes for jealousy.
In bringing this problem
under control, it is preferable to avoid showing too
much attention to the
younger child in the presence of the older one.
Give the older child separate attention and reassurance. Be free with compliments, and reward her
for her cooperation and
good behavior. Let her
know that she is more
mature and that you are
expecting more of her. An
occasional special consid-

Ir5t,. COMMUNITY
CALF'.N I MI{
Thursday, December 29
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. Table games will be
at one p. m.
Friday,December 30
No shopping for Senior.,
Citizens today.
Saturday, December 31
New Year's Eve Square and
Round Dance will be held at
the Woodrnen of the World
Hall with event to open about
7:30 p. m.

DEAR ABBY: My husband owns his own business and
travels over a large territory, which means he must be
away from home over the weekend quite often.
He keeps asking me to meet him out of town for, the/
weekend as he gets lonesome for me.
Abby, we have three children, 8, 11 and 13, and although
New Year's Eve Dance will
I can alwajrs get someone to take care of the children, I
be held from nine p. m. to one
have mixed emotions about running off and leaving them
just. to keep my husband company. What would YOU do? *-• a. m. at the Murray Country
by
music
with
Club
TRAVELER'S WIFEAmusement Company and
DEAR WIFE., 1 would join my husband as often as
cost being fifteen dollars per
common sense 'and practicality allowed. I would rather
of
charge
couple. In
have someone taking care of my children than my husband.
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Scott Seiber
15h110:61, Walter
Lawiercee
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For a personal,
Jones, Gene McCutcheon,
Angeles,
Los
69700,
Box
Abby:
write
unpublished reply,
Fred Overton, and Jere
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,self-addressed envelope.
Stripling.

Kentucky-Music Teachers
Plan Meeting At-Louisville

approrpiste
--pertiettiar—AwPrkiies—beimprierei• sp
privilege such as a movie) lents in children.
These suggestions will
mar-accomplish much to
reassure her and miike her require some added time,
confident of your affection but it will be well spent and
may prevent a serious acand respect.
Should she fail to re- cident Eoe.tween the chilspend rather promptly, dren or the development of
you may nee help from more chronic, damaging
your reguligy051 sician or a behavioral problems.
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Fashions For The.....,
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AFTER
CHRISTMAS

3 DAYS ONLY - THURS-FRI-SAT.
All Merchandise Must Go Before New Year's Tax.
'Magnavox Console Stereo (1 only)
$99.00
REG SI69
.•-•
Magnavox Console-AM/FM/Phono (1 only)
179.00
RIG.S299
Magnavox Console Stereo AM/FM/Phono/Tape (1 only)REG S399 299.00
Magnavox Component AM/FM/Phono/Tape(2 only)REG SI99
14100
69.00
Magnavox B/WTY-12 Inch (2 only)
ING $99
269.00
agnavox Color 17 Inch TV (1 only)
am UN
329.00
Magnavox Color 19 Inch TV (3 only)
---..... RIG SIN
489.00
Magnavox 25 Inch Color Console (2 only)
RIG.S699
699.00
Magnavox 25 Inch Remote Star(2 only)
.._ REG $99
Magnavox 25 Inch Remote(3 only)
899.00
RIG.SI099

Don't Buy A TV or Stereo Until You Check Out
These Incredible Magnavox Buys
All NEW MODELS-AIL NW WARRANTY-WE SERVICE-WE FINANCE

J 3 B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX
Chestnut St.

Clog*:

ri

an

MAGNAVOX
11.101

Music Music) in which he will perKentucky
The
vention in Chicago on April 2Teachers Association will be form a Haydn Sonata on a 6, 1978.
host to the Southern Division replica of a Stein Fortepiano,
All KMTA members and
CUNT FAITYWOOD
the Music Teachers 1773, and the Hammirklavier their guests are urged to atof
THE NAUNTLET
National Association when its Sonata of Beethoven on an_tend the meetings, workshops
7:15
mochestnut
_
-annual meeting is held at - Win Broadwood piano
9:20
and auditions. Overnight
Southern Baptist Theological
I Thru 1/17
large -partied' If the reservations may be made at Seminary, Louisville, in meeting will be devoted to the Holiday Inn-Riverrnont
—February.
auditions and judging of the before January 2, 19.78.
Starting with registration at High School and College
WE ARE NOT,
r
I
$==4$01
2:00 p.m. Thursday, February winners in piano, voice, organ,
ALONE
ISkal
2, most of the events of the and instrumental com641N CentralCtr
7:C*9
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 9:25 meeting will take place in petitions from each of the
Of YHE THIRD KIND
Cooke Hall (School of Church states which make up the
hru 1/
[PO #16
17
NO BARGAIN RITE
Music Building) and will in- Southern Division.
clude Executive Board .7 College piano and inMTNA,r-strumental auditions and High
Meeting,s which
Cd.ti
KMTA members, and guests, School and College voice
GENE WOO
r7:20
may attend, a lectiure and auditions will all take place on
54:N CenttalCtr
demonstration by Dr. Lucien Friday February 3, 1978.
0.WOKID'S
Stark, University of Ken- Saturday's events will include
`jhru 1/19i 61EMBT WER IPG1
tucky, on the Mozart Piano the High School piano and
Concerto, K. 450, which is the instrumental auditions, and
required concerto for the College organ auditions.
2 Shows Nitety At All Theatres
coming 1978-1979 high school
The Winner of each event
will enter competition on the
mo••••••VIII:141•••••• piano auditions.
•..••...•
There will also be a recital national level at the Music
by Ray Dudley Teachers
performed
National
••
(University of Cincinnati Association National ConCollege-Conservatory of

A

*ration

753-7575

Murray, Ky.--

10.11C=M4D==>114===x

OE SALE [

Ladies' Men's Fall and Winter Shoes

Name Brands - First Quality

WEEK BETWEEN
(December 28 thru December 31)

(excluding silver items)

50°/0
30%

All Silver

10% orr

All Christmas Items
Storewide

OFF

OFF

pedal Occasion, 41.70.
121 Bypass, Murray; Ky.

753-3i il

ROACH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
DeWayne Roach, Kirksey
Route One, are the parents of
a baby girl, Heather Dawn,
weighing eight pounds 14
ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Saturday, Dec. 24, at
6:53 a.m. at the Community
Hospital. Mayfield.
The father is employed by
('haparel Motors, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth W. Roach of
Murray Route Six and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Hester of Kirksey
Route One.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Lucy Roach and Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Hester, Kirksey
Route One, Mrs. Pennie
Legate, Mayfteld, and Mrs.
Jennie Holland, Murray Route

11/2

DAislcreoaudnyted
Price

il .
Jim's Shoe Outlet
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES NO REFUNDS.
=l
K77—miuges.;_rteme.c

MURRAY, KY.

_

•

•

•
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Commit Crimes,Too'
The significance of a six- indicates that robbery and
year,;1.9 million study of more shoplifiting among teen-agers
than 3,000 Illinois teen-agers have
epidemic
reached
ought not to be overlooked by proportions.
parents, teachers, or others
One researcher studying a
interested in the rising rate of group of teens in a wealthy
juvenile delinquency.
Chicago suburb reported "a
The study was a broad one, near-vacuum of morality."
covermg male and female teen- —Another researcher concluded
agers of all races living .at all that delinquency is "just a part
socio-economic levels in of growing up"—a process in
situations ranging from rural to which parents have little or no
inner-city. The conclusions are influence. It would be tragic if
startling: -Nearly one-third of that conclusion were correct,
the teen-agers—regardless of for it suggests that better law
family
circumstances— enforcement would result in
probably have committed at giving millions of teen-agers
least one serious crime in which criminal records before they
conviction would have brought are old enough to go to college.
a jail sentence.
The report will leave many
The study challenges many experts in the field of juvenile
widely held beliefs about the deliquency with shaken contypical delinquent—here-to- cepts. Previously, they have
fore regarded as likely to be a told us, deliquency results from
male teenager living in a many factors—fatherless
broken home in the inner city. homes, television violence,
Researchers found that the poverty-level incomes, the
delinquent in their study could failure of the nation's inbe of either sex, of any race, or stitutions, and-'any number of
of any socio-economic level. He other causes that now appear
could live in a small town or in incidental in light of the Illinois
an inner-city slum. His home study's conclusions.
: —The Major eontributor—to
could be intact.- The over
wbelrning influence, resear- delinquency, so it appears, Is chers reported, came from one the lack of morality among
source: peer pressure.
teen-agers—pure and simple.
The influence of a peer group They have become advocates of
among the young is nothing the "new morality" of recent
new, but the extent of its in- years, in which morality
determining becomes a relative matter.
fluence
in
deliquency clearly has teen Teens who see no wrong-doing
underestimated. Of course, in stealing or other crimes
peer pressures among teens exert their influence on other
have resulted in creating "in" members of their peer group,
clothing labels and shoe and criminality sprearlk -- The
brands—and even car models. Illinois study is another bitter
of commentary on the failure of
reports
Occasional
shoplifting requirements for the home, school, and church to _
initiates into teen-aged clubs instill enduring values in the
isolated Y
have
incidents, but the Minois study

-Inidde Report
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FROM THE GOVERNOR
'
S DESK

A few weeks ago, when I was talking
about the high drop-out rate in Kentucky's high schools, I said we were
going to have to do something about this
alarming situation.
lam pleased to note that we are about
to start a new program which seems to
attack the problem in the right manner.
It considers all the factors involved and
works on each one simultaneously.
The program is something like an
approach being tried by some of our
school districts under the name of
"alternative programs "This new one,
however;„is a joint venture involving
state government, the Jefferson County
School Board and the Jefferson County „
District Courts. As far as we know, it is
the only one of its kind in the country.
The basic target group ,is those kids
who skip school. It is believed that
people who start out that way, or who •
seem to have other problems adjusting
to school, often tend to become
delinquents later and frequently get "
involved in more sericius crimes as
adults.
What we want to do is to intervene in
these situations very early in the
game--to help put a child back on the
right course as soon as he or she shows
signs of staying off from it.
We are starting this program in
Jefferson County, where figures show
there are nearly 16,500 chronic truants,
or almost 15,percent of the total number
of school-age children. For this
program, we were fortunate enough to
obtain the use of the old Flaget High

By RON'lland Evans and Robert NnUnic-

School, a former Catholic school, in
Louisville.
The program will be dealing with
youngsters whom the schools have
referred to district court or who have
been committed to the care of the State
Department for Human Resources
because they are what we call status
offenders. A status offender is a young
person who has run away from home,
skips school a lot, or is considered
beyond the control of his or her parents.
The important thing is that these
children will be kept in a learning
situation where they will continue to get
a basic education, along with remedial
instruction and special counseling as
needed. This seems to be a much better
approach than the traditional one of
suspending or expelling such students,
which only makes their problems
worse.
While the students are going to this
school, social workers and counselors
will be working with the rest of their
families as well—in fact, the course will
require the parents to take part. The
aim is the help the whole family handle
any problems at home that might be the
hidden or underlying cause for the way
the student is acting.
In addition to atademic tutoring, the
student also will be instructed in social
skills and might have some supervised
work experience as well, if that appears
to be necessary.
As the program is set up now, the
students will be attending this special
school ftiftwo weeks and then will go
backto their regular schools. But even
after they go back, they will be having
follow-up visits with counselors in the
program once a week for 10 weeks.
A different group with approximately
will start the program
every month, with about 600 students
expected to take part altogether the
first year. At the end of that year, the
program will be evaluated/o determine
if it shouldbe extended statewide.
Setting Up a special school like this
will be expensive, of course. But when
you consider the alternatives, it will be
a bargain, if it works.
First of all, it should reduce our dropout rate, which now sees one of every
three high school freshmep in Kentucky
not sticking around to graduate.
Further, it should help keep more of
our young people out of trouble with the
law. Ten per cent of all serious crimes
in Kentucky are committed by people
under 18. To lower that crime rate alone
would make a program like this worthwhile.
50 students each

The CIA Neve
'
r
talk,

wrote a categorical denial'to Rep. Don
WASHINGTON—Although endless lobby against the junta from
Edwards of California that the CIA had
investigations have seriously Inipediel__ Washington,
the Central Intelligence Agency
disseminated false information about
Why the long CIA etunpaigh ag
from carrying on its vital mission, him was waged is explained in a Feb.
Demetracopoulos. Next came Binders
Dec.6 article in the New York Times.
certStn CIA officials insist on con- 19, 1975, internal CIA memo to then
Binder wrbte that "CIA records
tinuing a "disinformation" campaign director William Colby. It quotes
show" Demetracopoulos offered his
to blacken the name of an old enemy.
"many CIA staff officers and other
services to the agency in 1951—totally
The target is Elias Demetracopoulos, informants"
as
believing
denied by Demetracopoulos. "The CIA
a Greek expatiate living in Washington Demetracopoulos "has reported in a
who was best known as a relentless foe manner which injured good Greekrecords..her allege," Binder continues, "MT jn the 1950's he was
the former Greek military dic- American relations." It was this unassociated witliWh the Yugoslav and
tatorship. An article in the Dec.6 New derlying belief, originated long before
Israeli intelligence services"—charges
the 1975, memo, that stimulated the
York Times contains derogatory
specifically deified by the 1975 memo to
forniation-- about Demetracopoulikr-elasstc disinformation campaign
Colby.
attributed to the CIA; indeed, Times against Qemetracopoulos.
reporter David Binder told us flatly — Shortly after we reported on Nov. 2,
Binder alsonpotes a "CIA official" as
that CIA officials supplied him with 1967, for the first time, about•-: saying KYP, the Greek intelligence
service, at CIA's request "found no
information. Yet these charges are DemetracopouloS's lobbying against
evidence of underground resistance
refuted by material in the CIA's own the U.S.-backed junta, we received a
telephone call from a reputable CIA
activities" by Demetracopoulos in
files.
World War II. Yet a June- 23, 1952, inKnowingly spreading false in- officer. Speaking "off-the-record," he
formation—"disinformation"—has a warned
ternal
CIA
us
to
beware
memo
of
says
long and honorable place in foreign • Demetracopoulos. CIA files showed, he
Demetracopoulos suffered "imprisonment and death sentence by the
intelligence. But post-Washington in- said, that Demetracopoulos had been a
vestigations of the CIA have made it double agent in Greece, for the Soviet
Germans in World War II for sabotage
activities."
abundantly clea. that it is no longer in KGB and Western intelligence services.
Binder told us that he received CIA
But the CIA's own secret files
fashion. Thus, it is strange that the
material on Demetracopoulos years
beleaguered CIA—its morale shattered branded this a lie. That same 1975
ago in Athens but in reporting on him
and still under fire in congressional and memo to Colby put it bluntly: "While he
this fall, was given new, unspecified
press probes of the past—cannot let a (Demetracopoulos) has been an aninformation by CIA officials "past and
relatively obscure foreign national go noyancy, there are no hard facts in the
' I ,S to sine; that he has worked for
present." With the deadly serious
his way in peace.
business of rebuilding the nation's
government against the
The last thburthe CIA needs today is any fore
intelligence services at stake, Turner's
eece (or for that matter
a new Congtweional inquiry but that is intere
precisely what looms in both Senate the Un
1, that he is in the pay • , CIA simply cannot afford time off to
government,that he has " harass an insignificant expatriate f,r
and House committees, under prodding of any
sins the CIA itself admits were not
member of a foreign infrom such confirmed CIA-critics as ever been
committed.
Sen. George McGovern. In a Dec. 14 telligence service."
Nevertheless, four years earlier the
letter to chairman Daniel Inouye of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, CIA had helped prepare a scurrilous
McGovern contended: "I think it is white paper against Demetracopoulos,
important to learn how the agency can for which the State Department later
possibly justify the selective release to apologized. On Jan. 22, 1976, writers
the American press of materials Russell Warren Howe and Sarah Hivs
discredit
Mr. Trott had a CIA-prepared memo
to
designed
Glory to God in the highest, and on
Demetracopoulos or any other in- containing derogatory information
earth peace, good will toward men." —
dividual." Agreeing, Inouye is pushing about him when they interviewed
Demetracopoulos for their book, "The
Luke 2:14.
an investigation.
All through the ages the song of the
Trouble between Demetracopoulos Power Peddlers"
"In Hindsight," said the 1975 memo
angels has been tree. Jesus the Christ
and the CIA began in 1952 when, as a
has brough peace to all those who have
Greek journalist, he fended with then to Colby, "the agency may have
placed their faith and trust in Him and
Ambassador Jack Peurifoy in Athens. overreacted to the provocations of
have followed His precepts.
It Amazed when Demetracopoulos left Dimitrakopoulos (sic)." But on Aug. 8,
Greece after the 1967 military revolt to 1977, CIA director Stansfield Turner
-
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But in addition to all that, just think
of what it costs our taxpayers to keep
adult criminals in prison—and often to
support their families with welfare
payments at the same time.
It has been estimated that one
criminal costs the taxpayers an
average of $109,000 over his lifetime, in
direct costs alone. That doesn't take
into account what we are losing by not
getting the benefit of the positive
contributions he otherwise would be
making as a working citizen.
So you see, it does pay to try to direct
our young people on the straight and
narrow path of productive citizenship.
We always are looking for new ways to
accomplish that.
,pri.••••=101.4
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HEARTLINE is;service for scwor complete explanation on how the
citizens. Its purpose is to answer reasonable charge under dart "B" is
questions and solve problems—fast. If figured. This book may be ordered by
have a -questkm or Sprobk•m-nst---sending-'LW to iteeftlinet-- uttle-to---1M—Iliese—e0hMlit;-"wrttw"' MIRIVAYETTIT-r—DSTDIRT-Sr.7 • wear— —
HEARTLINE 114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book is
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will completely guaranteed and if you are
receive a prompt reply, but you must not satisfied your money will be
inehide a stamped, self-addressed
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
envelope. The most useful replies will delivery.
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been working
HEARTLINE: I am a 67-year-old in private industry for over 20 years
widow and I will be going into the
now. I am getting near my retirement. I
hospital for an operation very soon. I
have read about the Employees
have set it up with my doctor to pay him
Retirement Income Security Act of
on a monthly(basis until my Medicare
1974. I know that this is supposed to
reimbursement comes. My question
protect the workers from losing a
concerns my hospital bill. Will I have to
retirement pension when the time
pay them first and make a claim for
comes. However, I am curious about
Medicare? M.C.
something else. Has the government set
ANSWER: No. When you receive
up a new agency to run this or is it going
covered services from a participating
to be done by one of the existing
hospital, skilled nursing facility, or
branches? N.B.
home health agency, you do not need to
ANSWER: There has not really been
make any claim for your hospital ina new governmental agency set up to
surance benefits. These participating
administer the provisions of this law.
facilities have agreed to charge you
The Department of Labor and the
only for services which you are not
Internal Revenue Service sharei in the
covered by Medicare. These inadministration of the law. The pension
stitutions or agencies make the claims
plan termination insurance program is
and receive the Medicare payments
administered by the Pension Benefit
from intermediaries, which are
Guaranty Corporation PBGC). The
organizations selected by the Social
PBGC is a corporation established
Security Administration to handle
within the Department of Labor. The
hospital insurance claims. You will
Corporation came into existence on
always receive a notice from the Social
enactment day, September 2, 1974, and
Security Administration when a
is authorized to insure eligible pension
hospital insurance payment has been
plans terminating after July 1, 1974.
made in your behalf.
HEARTLINE: I am just turning 65
For those people on Medicare,
years old and I will be on Medicare. I
Heartline has developed a book
have seen so much written about the
covering the whole Medicare program.
inadequate payments from Medicare
Heartline's guide to Medicare is written
that I am not sure what to do. I have
in easy to understand question and
talked to many insurance agents and
answer form and contains all of the up
they all say the same thing,"my policy
to date information on Medicare. This
is the best." The pollees I have seen all :
book covers many medical items and
have good and bad points. However, I
services that are covered by Medicare,
need a guideline to go by. Can you give 2•7
complete information on the deducme any information on this? J.C.
tibles you have to pay, a sample
ANSWER: Just about every inMedicare claim form with detailed
surance agent or company will tell you
instructions on how to fill it out, and a
that his policy is the best. They will all
point out the good parts of their policy
and conveniently leave out anything
that is not so good. This is a very big
problem so Heartline has done quite a
'bit of research on this. We have come
up with some interesting facts on
10
buying health insurance. For this free
information, write to: Heartline-Health
The home of Kelsey and Lucille
Insurance, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Peeler on the Rob Jones Road east of
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
Almo was destroyed by fire yesterday.
a long, self-addressed, stamped enThe consecration services of the new
velope.
Dexter-Hardin
Methodist Church,
located on the Calloway-Marshall
County Line between Dexter and
Hardin, will be held Dec. 31, according
to the Rev. John W. Penney, pastor.
By The Associated Press
Special speakers will be Bishop H. E.
Today is Wednesday-, Dec. 28, the
Finer and Supt. Edwin Diggs.
362nd day of 1977. There tre three days
Deaths *oiled include Will H.
Watkins, age 84, Mrs.. Ethel Wells . left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Rogers, and Mrs. Ellen Walker.
On this date in 1836, Spain recognized
Graves Burkeen, age 12, seventh
the independence of Mexico.
grade student at Almo Elementary
On this date:
School and son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
In 1846, Iowa was admitted to the
Burkeen, has been judged first place
Union as the 29th state.
winner in the Soil Conservatthn Essay
In 1856, the 28th American president,
contest, according
rd
to LOwellmPalmer,
Woodrow Wilson, was born in Stauton,
chairman of the Calloway% Coiulty Soil
Va.
Conservation District.
In 1869, William Stevie of Mount
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
Vernon, Ohio, was granted a patent on
and Mrs. Dennis Noll on Dec.-I2. .
chewing gum.
In 1942, in World War II,the Japanese
bombed the Indian city of Calcutta.
In 1962, President John Kennedy flew
The home of Izell Williamsat 412
to Miami. to greet the first Cuban
South 10th Street, Murray, was gutted
prisOners released by Fidel Castro in
by fire about noon yesterday.
exchange for American ransom.
Frank HAI, young Hazel farmer, and
In 1964, Italian Foreign Minister
his father, Marvin Hill, have introduced
GiUseppe Saragat was sworn in as the
a new type dairy in the south. A special
new president of Italy.
page feature with pictures, written by .
Ten years ago: A city audit showed
James Harmon, is published in The
that the New York World's Fair in 1964
•
Ledger & Times.
and 1965 had lost more than $21 million.
St. Mary's beat South Marshall, New
Five years ago: Former President
Concord beat Sedalia, Fancy Farm
Harry Truman was buried at the
beat Murray High, hid Wingo beat
Truman Library in independence:Mo.
Mayfield in games played in the
One year ago: At least 70 people were
Mayfield Christmas Basketball
reported killed in rioting by blaciss in
Tournament. High scorers for each
South Africa.
team were Hart with 21 for St. Mary's,
Thought for today: The most imGreen with 21 for South Marshall,
portant
office is that of private citizen
Willoughby with 26 for New Concord,
— U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis
Clark with 19 for Sedalia, Dalton with 32
Brandeis, 1856-1941.
for Fancy Farm, Roberts with 17 for

Looking Back

Years Ago

Today In History

20 Years Ago

Murray High, Mayes with 25 for Wingo,
and Conner with 20 for Mayfield.
J. D. Sexton and Tremon Beale were
special guests at the holiday party held
by the employees of the Bank of
Murray.

Letter To The Editor
Gifts Are

30 Years Ago

Appreciated

Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Barnett Darnell, age 66, Cross Spann,
Sr., age 75, and Thomas Madison
Wilson, age 78.
Brewers High School of Marshall
County was given a 15.8 point margin
over its nearest rival as the state's best
basketball team by the Christmas
edition of the Linkenhous ratings.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox celebrated their
40th wedding anniversary on December
24.
James Preston Thurman of North
Carolina has been the guest of his
mother, Mrs. Lois Thurman, and other
relatives for the holidays.
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, and
Marjorie Main are starring in "The
Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap" showing
at the Varsity Theatre.
The wrestling match on. Dec. 30 at
Paris, Tn., will feature a wrestle royal
(free forall).

Dear Editor:
ounty
The Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association Christmas
Charities Coordinating Committee
wants to thank all of those who helped
with moneys gifts, food, toys, and
clothing to make Christmas a brighter
experience for over one hundred
families in Murray and Calloway
County. Specifically we want to thank
the Jaycees and Civitans who did the
most in filling Christmas baskets for
many deserving needy families, but we
also want to thank the many churches
and church groups who did so much for significant number of families.
Thanks also to the 'Murray Ledger
and Times who served effectively as
the public communication conduit for
the coordinating program.
A ppreciatibely Sokirs,
Dr. David C. Rook and •
Rev. Robert E.Fariess

_
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Carnation
Non-Dairy Creamer

Coffee Mate

Prices Good
Thursday Dec. 29
Thru
Wednesday, Jan. 4

Mustard

Fresh Crisp Large Firm Heads

Lettuce
New Green

Cabbage

Prairie Farm

Ice Cream
Sprite
Tab
Fresca

Yellow Ripe

Bananas
Fresh Crisp

-•

Carrots

Jergens

2 1 lb. bags

'
:C
.
41
17
7

PROUNFOODS
Frosty Acres

Orange Juice .0.
. 69'
Pet Ritz 9"
Pie Shells
Banquet,Fried-Heat and
Lean Meaty

Chicken
(Center Cut
51.59 lb.)

Wieners

Roc

$109

1 lb. bag

I

Green Peas

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Fields Pork

Sausage

Frosty Acres

12 oz. pkg. lir%IF

FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week

Smoked Bacon Squares

This Week's
Winner:

Oils Willoughby
Murray

t
4

*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Field Worthmore
Sliced

.F..mployees of Parkels and their I. amilles not eh lobie to Wk.Manila
only may register .You do not have to be present to win.

Bacon
12 oz. pkg

79c
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Porter
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to limit
Quantities

Downtown•Shopping Center

NOLJS:'Th.4rn.Ms
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through DHR.
15 between the company that burial. Financial respon- in underground trenches.
Tuesday's ,announcement
Some 4.5 million cubic feet
operates the site and a special sibility for maintaining the
ad-hoc committee appointed site during that time was to be of nuclear wastes are buried represents a major policy
at the site about 10 miles change in the states pursuit of
the state's.
by Gov. Julian Carroll.
closure at Maxey Flats. It also
But Conn said he is instead northwest of Morehead.
. The Dec. 15 agreement,
NECo, a Louisville-based confirms speculation of major
mainly conceived by Finance ordering NECo to cease burial
Secretary Russell McClure, of low-level radioactive firm and a subusidiary of differences between Conn and
provided-fer -suspension-a---wastes-at-Alkasay-Elats..suldly_ Teleciyile-Cucp„-bais_uparated_ MiChira_aiv !taw-the-matter
4isethee--eedering-thass4a-pay-. -the site -4444)e-4061-wader.. 41.
•Nuclear .Engineeriog Ca.!.
In addition„ the action
cense for two years so that de- for the disposal of some state lease. NECo's lease is
tailed studies could be made of 700,000 gallons of radioactive controlled by the Finance creates the ,potential for
lawsuits by l'ilECo against the
the site's Potential for future water that have accumulated Department but is lice

FRANKFORT, Ky.( API —
The state of Kentucky has
done an about-face in the way
it will handle the closing of the
Maxey Flats nuclear waste
disposal site near Morehead.
Resources
Human
- —&cretery Pe4e Genii--an--netmeed-Pneseiref-41e-utill mar
sign a proposed agreement
closing the Fleming County
site that was negotiated Dec.
moo
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state for breach of contract.
Conn acknowledged thil
NECo can appeal the ordir
through administrative hearings and, if necessary, the
courts.
NECo, whose president
-James Neel- -played- a major-o
v viN.p.i.g state porkyon nuclear dumping as a state
employee in the early 1960s,
was ex cted to announce its

Frek for tHe Asking!
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1401111E811011BENCE-8oa.307 Murrtay, KY 42071 •
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l'opn said. "We do not
krAvAthat NECo's response
will-be We don't think they
will be happy about it."
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Bernz-O-Matic

Storm
Door
Kits
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Storm Window
Kit
36 x 72 with
Framing Strips

We have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices

All

Hunting
Clothes

3/8"wide x 1/4"
Self-Stick
Plastic Foam

Weather

8

A, Less

Than Already
Discounted
Price

Zebco 202 Reel
$199
Special
I
Limit Two

Bushnell
402 High Power

Rifle
Scone
Crosshairs, nitrogen
Filled, 1" Tube
Special

$9,195
mew

fa.

Coricidin 'D'
We Now Nave
1978 Hunting &
Fishing Licenses

Docoagostost Colt! Teases 75 With

By Lakeshire
Vetoes to $24.99

Size 4-7 $1
Your Choice I
Size 8-18 t
Your Choice 71

Illeart Listed Heavy
Doty All Cotton
Drown Dyck, Machine

Hankscraft Cool/Vapor.
Vaporizer/Humidifier

4 Hour Cough
Suppressant

Adds Moisture To Dry Indoor Air. 1-3/5 gallon
capacity. No. 240

Pock of 10

No More Panties

Sale $1 195

Panty Hose
Style
Hair Spray

Vicks
Formula 44

'1‘Ten's Long Sleeve
Rugby
Several Colors
Neg. 51 99
SizIg-M Xi

With Cotton
Crotch
Reg. 51.49

brier,Urn Nokl, Unscented,

Extra Strength 'Cough

aeulasevesi., Treated. Thew

Mixture.3Oz.

Miko.CW1

111" x27"
Several Colors
To Choose From
Entire Stock

Geritol

Afrin
Nasal Spray

Hip Boots
and
Waders

High potency iron and vitamin
tonic tablets 404-7 free. 12 07
Liquid
unmig&N

Decongestant long-acting for up to
hours. 15PAL

Pringles
Potato Chips
Choice of Regular or Rippled • Twin Pack

Personna 74
Injector Blades

Style
Baby Shampoo

Pockage of 7

No Eye Sting
IS Ch. Bettie

S;3

le

764

Dresses
Assorted Styles
& Colors
Sizes
5-24u,
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North Star Defenseman Scores
Goal AndOefeats Blues 1-0
.S,
North Stars goalie Pete
By The Associate4,Press .
stopped 37 St. Louis
LoPresti
Stars
Neit.th
Minnesota
had his, shots for his second shutot of
defenseman
d readr the season, ranking Reid's
conunentr po
It had been 216 games since he , goal stand up in Minnesota's 1-----1tturbeeN able tcrusethein,--- 4tritliBP&------goat/or-the---,--iti the other Nifirgasitterthe.
, Montreal Canadiens topped
first tine since FebruaryFt
the Cleveland Barons 5-3, the
:
tt.Reid was asked
-Boston Bruins -bopped the
remembered his last MIL
-Do j remember my last Washington Capitals 6-3, the.
goal? t don't even remember Chidago Blank_ Hawks tripped
the 4tlanta Flames 4-2, the
my list game," he joked.
It hadn't been the post New York Islanders bested
artistic of tiklies. 'With 9:47 the Vancouver Canucks 4-2
played in the first period of and the Detroit Red Wings
'downed the Colorado Rockies
lidipnesota's game alienist the
5-2.
night,
St. Louis Blues Tuesday
defense niate Fred Barrett
wound up for a Llpit.
TENNIS
Reid was in/Front of the St.
MELBWRNE,Australia —
Louis net •—••• admittedly an Australian left-hander Ray
unusual place for a defen- Ruffels
the
overcame
semen — when ,Barrett's shot elements and American Tim
deflected'oaks knee and past Gunnison 6-3, 3-6,6-4,6-3 in the
Blues goaliellihil Myre.
third round of the $200,000
. "Pm just lucky Fred shot Australian Open.
11,"laidekeid• 'Otherwise, it . • Their match, . twice inmight tuWe hip when it hit terrupted by rain and affected
me."
by .the windy conditions, was
ak•
- ,- ,114rarely tairt, the only one completed in the
Winning. 800
anyone but the 'Pposition. ..bad weather.
,

Whitehead Paces Marquette To
Crown, Eiistern Kentucky Third

T2td

*Featuring

Tommy Jennings Show
•

4,
0

lust Bring Yourself"

9:1

Ity WELL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
A wide-eyed urchin wearing
only a sheath of white cloth
across his chest is about to
make his entrance — the year
1978. Good-bye to the bearded
old guy with the scythe.
The new year has to be twice
as exciting and eventful. Here
is a preview from a reflection
in the chaemagne glass:
Muhammad - All,,. having
beaten Leon Spinks at Las
Vegas, meets Ken Norton for
the fourth time with a $12
million gdarantee in Teheran.
Norton knocks out All in the
lath.
All
.his
announces
retirement.
Joe Frazier and George
Foreman lay aside .their
Bibles and pick up gloves
again.
All says he didn't mean it
and asks a fifth fight with
_ Norton.
In Newport, R.I.; James
Van Alen, father of the VASSS
tiebreak scoring system in
tennis, suggests his formula
be applied to boxing. When All
and Norton reach "deuce,"
they go into "sudden death."

Texas then abruptly swung -We didn't play badly, but it
MILWAUKEE • (AP) — consecutive year. j
momentum with five sac- was an unemotional game. We
the
sparked
Kenilecliry,
Marquette's Wartithrs 111E1)4 . Eastern
were abie to get a nice leasi
have been illammAftlInid as ( 25 'mutts by-Keitny Elliott --eeaskrefield-gottla,and has-eig.
AilcUlhajLA/44&14144...
•--T•yreiie...
—reserve,
tteMer;••tie.
•-iret•—iir
-mittittirLirrett'therttbillreellegetiaSkettalthad to Mickey Mouse it at the
tournament that was more feated Array 79-71. for third Branrim cut the Warriors'
come out
lead to 56-50 with 5:09 to play. end. They wouldn't
place.
pedestrian than classic.
we
so
conus,
were
play
and
and
A dunk by Whitehead
But unfortunately for Texas,. Whitehead, who sank eight
tennis from Guillermo Vitas.
tent to hold the ball."
Lee
Oliver
freshman
by
layin
the
in
attempts
goal
fiekl
12
of
were
as bluntly
Rumblings of discontent they also
Puzzled by Marquette's.
the rally,
shake the office of Com- effective as a Jerome 'finals, was voted 1,he meet's mementarily halted
to triangle-two defense — a three
pulled
Longhorns
news
the
but
.by
player
outstanding
e.1bow
jam
.
or
dunk
Whitehead
missioner Deane Beman of the
man zone underneath with the
media representatives. He within 61-56 when Baxter, who
rich, PGA golf tour. The "Old swinging rebound.
playing man to man —
guards
Whitehead, the 6-foot-10 was ojned on the all- scored 14 of his 18 points in the
Turks," stripped of lifetime
sank just 32 per
Longhorns
the
Oliver
an
swiped
half,
second
privileges under a new code, center who has been in- tournanient team by teamto the War-.
shots
their
of
cent
consistent of late,'broke loose mates Bolan and Butch Lee, Lee pass and stuffed with 1:11
lead the uprising.
riors' 51 per cent.
Lee
Oliver
by
Baskets
Army
Ron
of
and
left.
Winton
Gary
Muhammad All challenges with Personal season highs of
and Whitehead in the final
Russia's 360-pound easily 21 poiiits and 12 rebounds Böstr of Texas.
"I said last night we would
4zquette, in control most minute finally settled the issue
Alekseyev to a "no holds while contributing throe
to go inside to beat
have
barred" fight to determine the, blocked shots, Tuesday. night of the way, stretched a 32-73 and snapped Texas'(8-2) eight Texas, and we did," he said.
streak.
as
winning
46-29
game
to
lead
halftirtis
world's strongest man. Don Guard Jim Boylan com"You've got a big guy like that
King wants to hold the bout in plemented Whitehead with 17 Whitehead, working free
Whitehead) and you've got to
"I wasn't worried at the
zone
matchup
Texas'
against
Marpoints as fifth ranked
Siberia.
by
concerned
was
I
but
end,
to him. if was nothing
go
The Russians say "nyet." quette (7-1) beat the defense, poured in nine points our lack of emotion," Warrior fancy. Just go down and grind
the
of
64
first
minutes
the
in
thhe
win
to
65-56
Longhorns
Alekseyev's amateur status
Coach Hank Ftaymonds said. 'ern out."
Milwaukee Classic for a 10th second half.
must remain unsujlied.

1:00
The Dallas Cowboys beat
the Oakland Raiders in the
Super Bowl 31-24 and Roger
Staubach wins the sport car as
the "Most Valuable Player."
tells
Summerall
Pat
listeners on CBS-TV that
Staubach is "some kind of
football player."
Muhammad All says he will
fight Frazier, Foreman and
Norton on consecutive nights.
Promoter Don King offers to
make the match. „rhe site:
Kuwait. The prize package: A
dozen producing oil wells
valued at$50 million.
Ali says he is broke.

,
0412pieces of fish,

8Southern style
hush puppies,a pintot
creamy cole slaw,and
plenty of golden
brown frenchlries.

:5.99
Value

for $A99
only

t

6111,

i Captain-Di&
Plow thru Jon. 1

12th 8. Olive
753-9383

The Yankees, with the best
bullpen in the business, beats
out the Boston Red Sox for the
American League pennant.
The Cincinnati Reds, with
Tom Seaver winning 23
games, recapture the National
League title from the
Dodgers. The Reds win the
World Series in seven games.
Seaver is awarded the sports
car as the "Most Valuable
Player."
Curt Gowdy, NBC-TV,
comments that Seaver is
"some kind of pitcher."
Denver becompa the newest
franchise in rbig league
baseball.
Sonny Werblin introduces
indoor soccer to Madison
Square Garden and has fans
hanging onto the rafters — the
biggest Garden turnout ever.
The on-again, off-again
romance of tennis champs
Jimmy Connors and Chris
Evert finally blossoms into a
wedding. Chris hangs up her
racquet to devote herself to
rearing a houseful of tykes
with two-fisted backhands.
Evonne
Australia's
Goolagong makes good her
comeback, winning both
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open.
The comebacks of Billie Jean
King, Arthur Ashe and John
Newcombe all fall short.
Sweden's Bjorn Borg takes
over - dominance of men's

,
ST.J OSEPH
ASPIRIN
1
111:=1===.

COTTONELLE
ASST
COLORS

VACUUM CLEANER
PARTS AND SERVICE
We Repair ANY Vacuum Cleaner EVER Made
12 Inch
Christmas

TREES

59.
With Lights

CLEANING
TOOLS

With This Ad
Al

gt-

PAUL WINSLOW
'S
olympic
Plaza

N. .1 701 SI., Murray
759-1636

From
$49
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Holy Cross Surprised
By Georgetown, 79-65

rts
spo

Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.

EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For. .home owner, aparthient dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance,security,lights, insurance. .

753-4758
,4r—s•-•
—

way/e*eVilata
gaol .114/4140114it

—„•r

641 North, Center Drive
Near parkins Pancake Nowa, Wand Carl Howard Used Can.

U-STORE IT
UrtP THE KEY

V:10'

month $16®

ralr—

month $23"
month

10'116'

By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Jogging, a craze that has
swept the nation during the
past few years, is a waste of
time.
Instead of jogging, run,
advises Mike Spino. Be a freespirited runner.
The 33-year-old Spino is a
physical culturist, who not
only practices what he
preaches, but teaches it. Spino
is the director of the Esalen
Sports Center, whose major
branch is in Big Sar,Calif.
"The main thing wrong with
jogging is the pace," explains
Vino, who attended Syracuse
University on a track
scholarship from 1962-66 and
set school records — at the
time — of 4:09 for the mile and
9:12 for two miles, and in
recent years has run in a
handful of marathons.
The deep-thinking, fasttalking Spino says that by
definition,jogging is running a
mile in more than 7102 minutes.
"To do your body any
good," he says, "it is
necessary to run both slower
and faster than that — and
•
vary the rhythm."

NEW YEAR'S EVE DANCE
JAYCEE BUILDING

-Tommy Jennings Show

adoihaek

'TV GA

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

U-LOCK IT

By The Associadtd Press drivepoints to carry Milwaukee
It was one of those "StrugElsewhere in the NBA, Los past Buffalo.
gles of the Titans": The Port- Angeles creamed Golden
Johnson had 28 points while
land Trail Blazers,and center State 12342, Milwaukee beat Meyers scored seven clutch
Bill Walton against the Buffalo 108-105, New Orleans points in the final five minutes
Chicago Btanr-Illa—ArtrirTeat -Cleveland 113-101, 1cafry-ffltr1311r1Vrt0"V1etarr.---9
?EMITS,rivallerr
et7t911/111F131111Strnee—radrarirtAteiTSanA4
Pete Maravich amassed 42
ombed
was on the line in the Midwest 89 and Phoenix
of
and Truck Robinson
•
the
National
points
Division
_
131-105.
Seattle
Since running increases the
25 points plus 20
since
Association,
added
Basketball
121,
82
Lakers
Warriors
flow of oxygen in the
Char, hit Sfott, acquired ear- rebounds to carry New
bloodstream and to the brain, the Denver Nuggets were.idle
"it takes more than a jog to do and the Bulls were only one- lier Ttiay from Boston in Orleans Pat Clevelabd,0 enhalf game behind.
the deal that sent Don Chaney ding a sevengame Jazz road
it," says Spino.
"The battle between Arts and
currently-suspended winless streak.
"When you jog," he con- Gilmore and Bill Walton is al- Kermit Washington to the
The Cavaliers were paced
tinues, "your body is using up ways a great matchup," ob- Celtics, scored 12 points and by Walt Frazier's 29 points.
oxygen at the same rate that served Portland Coach Jack helped the Lakers end a 12Pacers 96, Spurs 89
your lungs can supply it. This Ramsay. "Nobody gets the game losing streak in Oakland
Earl Tatum scored eight of
is called 'aerobic' exercise. better of each other. They
with their victory over Golden his 20 points in the third quarIt's good because it tones the simply eqoalize each other."
ter to help lead Indiana over
State.
heart, lungs and blood vessels.
But while Gilmore collected
Derrek Dickey scored 18 San Antonio. Ricky Sobers
Meanwhile, "anaerobic" 25 points and 21 rebounds to 15
points and Rick Barry just -10 added 18 points for the Pacers,
exercise puts stress on the points for Walton, the
for the Warriors, who were while George Gervin collected
body, increasing its ability to defending champion Trail
held to their lowest point total 25 for the Spurs.
use oxygen, because the body
Blazers made something of an of the y.Suns 131, SuperSonlcs 106
is operating at an oxygen
oversight. "The key tonight
Ron Lee scored 30 points,
Bucks 108, Braves 105
deficit.
was that we did not stay with
David Meyers and Marques Walter Davis had 23 and Paul
_
"The extra stress forces the. (Chicago's Wilbur) Holland." Johnson', college teammates Westphal 22 to lead Phoenix
So Holland — with everyone at UCLA, combined for 44 past Seattle.
body ,to release energy that
had been.stored in the muscle watching Walton and Gilmore
tissue," explains Spino, also — stole the spotlight with a ca
the author of two books: reer-high 36 points, 14 in the fi-Beyond Jogging," and nal five minutes, to carry Chi"Running Home: The Body- cago past Portland 115-106
Tuesday night.
Mind-Family Fitness Book."
"The key to our winning was
Therefore, Spino suggests
play
Portland
running — any kind of run- making
Featuring
ning, even in place — as a defense, and stopping their
start to conditioning. "But to fast break," said Holland
maintain a good level of after helping the Bulls snap
"Just Bring Yourself"
health," he maintains, the Trail Blazers' winning
"anaerobic exercising, three streak at seven games. "If
9:00-1:00
$10.00
or four times a week, is they can't run and have to set
required."
up, they lose a lot of their

Quit Jogging And Start

•

4-- No-

indy Ledger & Times

.

- By KEN ftAPPOPORT--1.04
t he
trk
•
20thDetroit's
of
University
style.
patient,
textbook
Wherever Georgetown'sGeorgetown's
"We prepare harder to play ranked Titans to a 109-71
basketball team plays, some
Eastern
over
than any other team victory
Princeton
wise guy in the crowd will
undo..btedly ask the musical outside of the Southeastern Michigan in the finals of the
question, "What the heck's a Conference," said Alabama's Motor City Tournament in DeReggie King. "They're a troit.
Hoya?"
The Titan center grabbed 23
team to get ready for.
tough
anthe
George Blaney has
They do so many things well." rebounds, blocked 12 shots and
swer today.
Derrick Jackson scored 22 had five steals to win the tour"They're a Top Twenty
team, no doubt,' .says the points, including 10 in a game- ney's most valuable player
Holy Crosseich. "They've breaking stretch, to lead the pr
Ernie Cobb scored 26 points
AA playoffs two Georgetown victory. Keith
been in the
lf the last three years. I'd say McCord had 17 points and as Boston College defeated
you have to be pretty good to Reggie King and Robert Scott Oklahoma _nen. and Blake
do that. As far as we're con- 16 each as Alabama defeated Taylots's 31 points rallied
Arizona State over Oral
cerned, they're one of the Princeton.
In another tournament, Roberts 82-66 in opening-round
toughest teams for us to
fifthranked Marquette won its action of the AllCollege
beat."
Since the early 1940s, the- own Milwaukee Classic for the Tournament in Oklahoma
Hoyas haven't really been 10th straight year with a 65-56 City.
Kansas State--- whipped
among the nation's prestige victory over Texas. Jerome
82-72 behind Curtis
Colorado
a
paced
points
21
Whitehead's
John
Coach
teams — but
30 points and Brian
Redding's
offense.
Warrior
Thompson is working on that balanced
"I said Jest night-we would Banks scored 24 to spark Nematter in the Holiday Festival
have to go inside to beat braska to an 82-72 victory over
Tournament.
Big
Generally considered in Texas, and we did," said Oklahoma State in the
Kansas
in
Tournament
Eight
Hank
Coach
Marquette
pregame assessments to be
the darkhorse of the tourney in Raymonds. "You've got to get City.
In the Far West Classic in
New York's Madison Square a big guy like Whitehead inGarden, the Hoyas are now in side and you've got to go to Portland, Ore., Bill McShane
scored 14 points and collected
the running for the champion- him."
The Longhorns hurt them- 12 rebounds as Oregon State
ship after Tuesday night's
In
crushing 79-65 triumph over selves with a poor shooting rolled past Rice 75-58.
game,
d
first-roun
another
cent
per
32
only
hitting
night,
12th-ranked Holy Cross.
Rory Sparrow and Alex
The Hoyas will play for the of their floor shots.
combined for 26
Bradley
in
Classic
Rainbow
the
In
title Thursday flight against
Alabama, a 68-65 victor over Hawaii, No. 13 Providence second-half points to lead
Princeton in the other Mat- won an 'opening-round game Villanova to a 78-73 victory
• •
--with a-- 7049 victory over..._aver,„Washington.
-round game.
11th-ranked
action,
other
In
Dwight
behind
Lafayette
"They really do play well
against us," said Blaney, who--Williams' 25 points. The...-Cincinnati edged No. 18
has now lost three straight .triwnph was the 200th in Florida State 77-75 on Steve
Georgetown. Coach Dave Gavitt's career. Collier's 25-foot jumper at the
to
games
Indiana, the nation's 15th- buzzer, extending the Bearour game
took
they
"Tonight,
team, whipped cats' home court winning
away. Our game is driving for ranked
Batheny
the basket and passing — and Jacksonville 69-59 and Florida streak to 69; Buster
points
34
h
career-hig
a
scored
88naventure
Bo
St.
past
rolled
they stopped it. You have to
State
give Georgetown credit for 75 in opening-round games of to lead Utah over Weber
a
ignited
Kyles
Joe
98-88;
in
Tournament
Bowl
Gator
the
that. They did a heckuva job
second-half rally to power
defensing us. We came in here Jacksonville, Fla.
Mike Woodson's 21 points Mississippi over Southern
with a good reputation — but I
Vinnie
guess that's a little tarnished and aggressive rebounding by Mississippi 64-60;
Edwards
Arthur
and
Johnson
the
earned
hicafeammates
now."
Florida combined for 51 points to lead
After the Hoyas surprised Hoosiers the
behind Baylor over Drake 97-87 and
Bonnies
the
defeated
Alabama
the Crusaders,
points. Creighton, playing its first
22
Brewster's
Larry
defeated Princeton in a game
points Missouri Valley Conference
20
scored
Tyler
-Terry
the-—
surprise
no
was
that
game in 26 years, nipped
Wichita State 71-70 on Tim
McConnell's basket in the last
two minutes.

•

Holland Scores 36 Points As
Bulls Snap Portland'Streak

month

11121E

Cauthen Honored
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Steve
Cauthen, the first jockey to
ride mounts earning more
than $6 million in one year,
has been named "Man of the
Year" by the Sporting News,a
weekly publication.
The 17-year-old Cauthen
broke Angel Cordero's oneyear record of 94.709,500 in
earnings in October.
The 1976 winner of the
Sporting News award was.
Lawrence O'Brien, commissioner of the National
Basketball Association.

amigo!hat*

AFTER
CHRISTMAS
BLOCKBUSTER

FULL COLOR lv SC:ORLI:10A4(

GOLF
MONTEREY, Calif. — Rod
Funseth shot a five-under-par
66 to take the first-round lead
in s 990,000 non-PGA event.
Funseth, who serthe course
record of 64 at Laguna Seca
Golf Ranch two years ago, led
club pro Steve Dallas by one
stroke in the chase for a
$15,000 first prize.

r********************************************

GARY'S BOK!
3 FULL COLOR
TV GAMES IN 1!
1.

Gary (Chico) Turner is now back at PARKER FORD!
David Parker and Gary Turnesainvite all his old friends to come down and see him.

.. i
St exciting olarr,le in townl 1 or 2
Mikes your TV t
can play tennis sandbdIl and hockeY Adju.able paddle
size, remote corlrols, realistic game sounds plus on
screen scoring Connecs easily to any TV set For 120V
AC Get hours of fun for'(he whole family and save a big
$301

5995

60-3055

VISA
1111111111111111111

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)

WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY. THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU'

Most aeon
ava,lAble at
italdie
Rade) Shack_
Dealers
niaek
LoOk for th,s
swan ,n your
OWAL.11/1
ne,qhb8r hood •
PRICES MAY VAR'. Al INDIVIDUAL STORES
eto

Olympie Plaza 12Iiet
A DIVISION OF

**i*******

Reg.

ALF
ICE!
95.
I.

PARKER FORD,INC.
Seventh At Main
Murray, Ky.

111

!AND, r

ORPORATION

Mon.-Sat. 10-7
Closed Sun.

•
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter is naming
John White, a shrewd and

gregarious Texan, as his
choice to run the debt-ridden
Democratic Party as it heads

into a congressional election

telegram from Carter on
year.
Tuesday strongly endorsing
Carter was expected to an- White.
nounce the choice today. He
O'Donnell said he thinks the
arranged a White House committee will go along with
meeting with White, currently Carter's selection-. ,
secretary
of
deputy
White, recommended to the
agr
, -and--Kenoeth-- pi ebittent.
by
fartts;----forrner----gerferrier---e4- cSeziSty -eerttrisMaine, who is quitting as negotiator fpr foreign trade,
party boss..
beat out White House apThe selection of White, 52, a pointments secretary Tim
politician in the mold of Kraft and California party
astute, story-telling former chairman Chuck Maimatt for
chairman Robert Strauss of the top party job.
Texas, is expected to be
Kraft reportedly decided he
formalized at a meeting of the did not want to leave his White
Democratic National Com- House post. Mannatt was at a
mittee on Jan. 21 in Atlanta. disadvantage because of his
The meeting will follow a support for California Gov.
Democratic
fund-raising Jerry Brown in last year's
dinner — one of several aimed Democratic presidential
at bailing the party out of the primaries.
red. Carter has agreed to
speak to at least five of the
dinners, also designed to help
finance congressional candidates in the 1978 elections. Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Even before announcing EDT, today, furnished to the !Adger &
Times
First of Michigan, Com; of
White as his choice, the presi- Murray,byareas follows:
dent began lobbying comInc.
24% -kit
mittee members to accept Heublein
McDonalds Corp
52 -4
him. Allen O'Donnell, a Ponderosa Systems
154 tine
J.
Kimberly Clark
434
national committeeman from Uniuri Carbide
40214
Nebraska, said he got a W R. Grace
26% sane

IS5=915=751
BIG

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
riwtvazNis

Of vFLOPACt & PRINTED

5x7COLOR,

Enlargcmc.nt 169c
ROU ANY SLtLa 05 cot()a Ni I, A W.
PON
f(WY I I•LARC411 TN 'kit (
13=1

Marl

BIG q-+

Federal State Market News Service
December 71,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts' Act 2970 Est 1000 Barrows &
Gilts fully 1 00 higher Sows 50-1 50
higher with full advance on wts over 500
lbs
US 1 -2 300-230 lbs
645 00-45 50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
$4473-4500
US 2-4 240-260(be.
$43 75-44 75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$42 75-4375
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs
334 110-15 00
US 1-3 30D-4501W.
al 50.34 50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
634.50-35.50
US 1-35GO-65016a. $36.0047.00 few 38.00
US 2-3 300-500 Its
212 50-37 50
Roars n 01111-27 00

39

Slide &Movie si
Processing 1.39
20 tXPOSURE SUMS
%err

NO Se ii.XPOtatIRE

ea ReigMer•Mona,

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp,
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney . .
Franklin Mint

Starkir •
Chunk Ligtr

27% tete
49; -4
10% 4-14
27 -4
26
,
4 4-14
30 -I.
241
,
unc
397
. -v.
I% uric

Prices of stocks of local Interest at
noon today ftwnished to the Ledger &
Times by! M. Simon Co of Murray are
as follows:

Airco
34v4 4-14
Air Products
2514 -4
American Motors
304 use
104
Ashland Oil
A.T. & T.
604 unc
Ford Motor Co
........
*14-14
Gen. Dynamics
4514 +14
General Motors
52144
General Tlre
14
2274 4
- 3
Goodrich
21 -4-4
Gulf nu
21P14 uric
IBM
26929 -14)
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
22% 4¼
Tappan
7% tine
Western Union
174 one
Zenith Radio
14% +4

28v.

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.0.
Below dam 317.3 down 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 353.8
down
Below dam 323.9 down 0.1.'
Sunset 4:47. Sunrise 7:09.

Del Monte Tornott

Juice
`Suburbanite XG
Polyglas'winter tires
Double Belted
with 2 wide belts
of bruise-resisting
fiberglass cord
A78-13, plus

We Nave kiiiikible
Steam Cleaners lit
Carpet Cleaners
For Rent.

$1.73 F.E.T. & old tire.

$18.71-1, I 19 m-.1 .4 1 $20
N7ll-13

$

071-14
G711-15
His-IS175-15
1175-14

Plus 408 to 650 F.E.T. per tire. No trade needed,
WHITEWALLS
ONLY $2 TO $3 MORE PER TIRE

Tientpo
$39
.ITS-1
(8571-13)
Ew

P165; 751113

All-Season
Steel Belted
Radial

plus $1.93
F.E.T, and
old tire

•
OP TO 8 GUARTS MAJOR
GRANO 10/ 30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
• Helps protect parts - ensures smooth. quiet
Performance • Includes light trucks • Plea*,
phone for appointment

IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE, HANDLING, AND CONTROt
• .nspect and rotate all 4 tires • Inspect Steering
and suspension components • Adjust toe, caster, and
camber to manufacturers specifications • Road test
car.

SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
STIUITS IN ANY WEATHER
Electronic engine. starting, and charging sys•
tern analysis • lints J1 new points.
plugs, condense
• Set dwell and time engine to specifications
•
Adjust carburetor for fuel economy • Gars wit
all conditioning $2 more • Includes Datsun, vw
,*---'
.Toyota, end light trucks.
ll
i7

•

•

6 cyl.
530.18 - 4 cyl. $48.88- 8 cyl.
Add $2.00 for air conditioning.
Price includes parts and labor.

Excludes front-wheel drive cars

Use any Of these 7 other ways to but Our Own
Customtr Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte
Blanche • Diners Club •
41112=1U111

aye - •1

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account

!it Yaw locRipendent Dealer Tor His Price and Credit terms

0OD YEAR

CasG

Prices as Showo ht CoodyraisService Stores in All Communities Served
It This Newspaper Services Not available Al Starred too ernnt

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Stars Mrs:7:30 A.M. it 4:00 P.M. Daki% Open friday until 11-00
Mr. T. Teurskia

315W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

The Employee's
& Management
of Stores
Wish Everyone A
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Compare These Low SheffPrices With Theirs

Tissue

Kraft American

Charmin

4roti 79'

Bounty

lowels

2 roll

82

Scot Lad

Biscuits
Baby Food

69'

16'

4 oz

Gelatin

Jell-O

49'

12 oz$1".

Pure Vegetable

Crisco

31b.159

Quart

Maxwell House

92C
6 pock0)

Heinz

99'

Singles

3 oz

22'

Coffee •
Enlam
Iron

Corn Meal

Towels
iooz'4"

I 13oz

'
59

C111*-

Scot Lad

$119
/
1
4 Gal I

63c
99c

—

Sugar

Quaker"

Plus Deposit

roll

t.

Magic
5 Lb

SAVE

69'

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Salt

Orange Juice
Scot'

Instant

COKES

$3"

•

Kraft

Sunflower

Folger's

1 lb

limit 6 Per Cust. With S7.50 Add Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Ice Milk -

Parkay

Bagged

1/b

59c

Ice

SimIlac

Gerber

Advance

Baby food -

Unsweetened

Gt. 5ize

Tide

—1001-Ald

BACON

Lad

Scot Lad

Margarine

Fields'
Worthmore

Oats
'Scot
Ice Cream

Fleischmann's

Dry\-teast

99'

Eagld Brand

Milk e,
7 .

59'

— Philadelphia

Cream CI
Drink
-

1-11-5

'89'

le

26°Lb.
(
LifIlteri
!AIM
mjnit
rti jui
!I it

Duncan Hines

Tropicana

Cake Mix
Ivory
Liquid

1000;Pure

ORANGE JUICE
22 oz

89c

Water

By The Piece

White Cloud

Tissue

Scot Lad

BISCUITS

*me&MsRed Vest
Carry-OutService
Fields

USDA CHOICE
Center Cut Chuck

Roast
Roast

Lb.

ne,.

USDA Choice Shoulder

Lb.

$409

Roast
Chuck

Lb.

$1 19
I

'round

V

Lb

Lb

Metzger Riverside

Lb

fresh Pork

USDA Choice
Boneless Churl,

Wieners
Bologna
Picnic Roast

99'

Lb

99'
49'
79'

USDA Choice
Boneless

-Stew Meat

b.

$1 29
This
Week
Win:

8 Oz.
TUBE
Limit 6)

21'

•
I'11,1 IU 1IIFI1 !IRAN

Ky • , LEDGER & T1Mk..'S, Wednesday, Drerruber 28, 1977

STORE
NOUNS .~
NORTNSIDE
A-10
WEEKDAYS
_ CLOSED'
.
NEW YEAR'S
DAY
JAN. 1

(SLICED LB. 59')

SMOKED JOWL (Piece)Lb 39
Family Pack

Cut Up Mixed

ONiIICALIII OR T-BONE
T

I

lb. $1

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS LEAN

69

STEW BEEF
US CHOICE BONELESS RUMP OR

U.S. CHOICE

SIRLOIN STEAK

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

49

B.S. CHOICE BONELESS

ARROW HEAD

ROUND STtAK

WIENERS

$169

BOLOGNA

$189

CHUNK STYLE
SLICES

REELFOOYOLO FASHIONED BRAND

ROUND STEAK

CHICKEN'LEGS
AND THIGHS
lb.

LB.

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

59c

TIP STEAK

LB.'
'
1 I

Bush

MUSSLEMAN

Showboat
BLACIti PEAS

SANDWICH

APPLESAUCE

16 Oz. Can
For

79G

/ER

IER

ipA
TABLETREAT

12.0. 49c

$1 38

LB.

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS TOP

89c

4,4

GROUND
BEEF Lb.

FRYERS PARTS

lb.

•

MS

"New Year Special"

—

FAMILY M

CHICKEN BREASTS

•

•

16 Oz. Can

3

Each

For $1 00

,

•
•

•41..

ARMOUR

ROYAL GUEST

BEEF STEV14.

PEACHES

CAN

BUSH ASSORTED
CANNED VEGETABLES

79c

DISH DETERGENT

2/
1
2Size
Ian

1

CRISCO SHORTENING
NI DRY TOWELS
ALUMINUM FOIL
SALT
ARMOUR
SAUSAGE

_
_50 OZ. SIZE.

PORK & BEANS — PINTO BEANS —
" PUPLE NULL PEAS
NAVY BEANS — NORTHERN BEANS
CHILI HOT BEANS — RED BEANS — KRAUT
WHOLE WHITE POTATOES
15 OZ. SIZE

1 29

969
JONCOLL

121101 O FT. ROLL

.2e OZ. BOX
5 OZ. CAN

51--C
39c
lic

4t5&Th

AJAX

DISH LIQUID
KING
SIZE
BTL.

39c

0

99

$

*HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS*
WHITE RAIN REG. OR HARD TO HOLD

HAIR SPRAY
FLOUR
IGA
89c VICKS DAYCARE
SNOWKREEM
reINCIIEON MEAT
CONTAC JR.
46 OZ. JER
SHORTENING
iiiiiiFRung JUICE gf GENS LOTION 99c
PEARS
3 Lb.
55c KRACKLIN
Can
FRUIT
$349
25
DOG
FOO
LB.
D
43C
BAG
COCKTAIL
BIG CHIEF
MACKEIRAL
49c PEANUT BUTTER 1.07. 79C
GOLD MEDAL

7.5 OZ.

'

$109
O

6 0L,,
949

5 13.

$1 49

407

690

100Z.

2% SIZE CAN

CHUNK

303 CAN

WITN $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

TALL CAN

4

s,

•1
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SJORE
HOURS
SOUTNSIDE
7-10WEEKDAYS

_CLUED

FREW
GREEN

--JAN. 1 NEW
YEAR'S DAY

CABBAGE
lb.

\-4 CARROTS

2 LB. BAG

49c

t
7

1301. _
FARMER BOY FROZEN

POTATOES

Fv CH FRIES

64 Oz. PEPSI
or 7 UP
WITH $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

grIAMIG171LL
PICKLES
T MILLA
• WII
OLIVES

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

HI-C
FRUIT
DRINKS
46-oz. Can
• On1y49C

ASSORTED
JUMBO

IGA
PLASTIC

SCOTT
NAPKINS
160 Count
24 Ct. Variety
Only67
*

EACH .
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Prices Good Thru Dec. 31, 1977

For a limited time get a free
• SI% Breeze Complexion Bat
with every 10 oz bottle of
Sea Breeze:Two basic ateps
to a clean, clear complexion.

What a beautiful eall
HEAD &
SHOULDERS
DANDRUFF
SHAMPOO

4 oz. TUBE

oR -

loz. LOTION
IFF

s2.11

NEW GILLETTE

ECONOMY
PACK
14's
WITH 75' OFF COUPON INSIDE

TRAC II

'EIMER /
11
2 MOE

REVLON
--- FLEX BALSAM
SHAMPOO-

ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

MONSTER VITAMINS
•REGULAR 60's

16 oz.

2 oz.

'NORMAL/DRY
'OILY
REG.$2.35

•FLORAL
REG. $2.39

$168
*PLUS IRON 60's

'1"
SURE
ANTIPERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
5 oz.
•REGULAR
*UNSCENTED
20' OFF

ULTRA BAN

II
SHAMPOO

ir

15 oz.
LOTION

I

I II 14

$128

ar -7•40f
-•,‘

.. in pictures x
BRING YOUR HOLIDAY FILM

e um.

41t

r‘Po
ktra

,
40,1
mew
fiEl,AtTi°. DURACELL

Pej

DEODORANT
5 oz.
*REGULAR
*NEUTRAL
REG. $2.09

TO-SAVIITE!

NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
THE LOWEST PRICES
IN THIS AREA ON FILM
PROCESSING
BUT MORE IMPORTANT...
SAVE-RITE ALSO GIVES YOU
TWO PRINTS OF EACH
• NEGATIVE!
IN OTHER WORDS,
ONE SET,OPPRINTS
FREE!

THE SINUS MEDICINE
IN THE BRIGHT
TABL
RED BOX

'S

FIGHT
INFLATION
PRICES—
SHOP
SAY-RITE!
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Prices ottectrve feria Sam 1st.
Quswetty right reserved
might 19711.
The Kroger Company

Boiling Beef
Cubs Steaks
YE WHAT wc ADV9DS1 If AT ALL POSSIOLE. If dim to
amilions beyond our control we run out of w °thirties/
apbciel, ire substitute a conmarabie brad at a similar'
savings or give you a Rein Check for the odyerttsed special
or the 'pitied price anytime within 30 days OE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL If you are ever tissetisfied exth a Kroger
purchas& we will replace your item er refund your money

Ground Round
LS. GOV'T. UMW COOKE AT

Boneless Briskets
11.1.D.A. mutat A NOLLT FARMS

Fryer Backs
MEAT/ MINOMPARTERS OR

Turkey Drumsticks

L. 394

111511 POUR

Spare Ribs

Ls $1 19
is.

69'

IAIATT

Pork Neck Bones

is 494

WILLIAMS PURE PORK

Sausage

$1
"

U.S.D.A. Grade
Reny Forme Mixed Parts et

STATE FAIR

2141$1 39
Corn Dogs
grCOST-CUTTEICOUPONIIIIIIC

FRYING
CHIME

117

M.WEAVER'S NAM Of
OZ.
TV,
OSCAR MATER mama fitEAT OR MEAT 011

794 CHICKEN SALAD

OZ.
PIC

894 BEEF SALAMI
ALL YARM71M

$219 FOX DELUXE PIZZA.

Kroger Garden
the

":
COST-CUTTER CouPON311111111
so
ENO t
MINI
MINI;

COSTCUTTERC0UPON]/'..

'1

COLA

COFFEE

11111111.
111111
OEM

'El
49

AN INN
deposit mid
wilts this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
IE. km and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subject to
applicable texas. limit one. Expires Jan. 1st

with this coupon and $1000 purchase excluding items prohibited
by
...on law and oddihon to the cost of the coupon
nierchond.se Subiect
to opplicobie taxes Unlit ono. Expires Jon. lst.

trawIT.
.••••••••111111111L
$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM
BOTH COUPONS

MOWN 111111Y1

Kroger Rolls

Safeguard Soap

COMTE WIN

OM MA

Country Style Rolls

Tater Tots

a
wAr
uckwagon Sandwich

Sweet Potatoes
COICISIONS Olt

Bell Peppers
MOM 111111AU 011

Romaine Lettuce

NEAYT MITT

OICT 00G POOR

Dynamo Liquid

Gravy Train

MONEY SAVERS FOR HOME AND FAMILY

oda$269

Extra Str•Figlie

• 69

Potato Chips
CORAL OR wum
Lifebuoy Soap

G

Man

MA PA@

Caress Soap
M11017111

Spanish Rice

TYLENOL
CAPSULES

3%Ni 39

W Pizza

111
/
241:

67'

24 CI.77C
bd. N M

Hush Puppies

APPfl

pishirwma
LILT
PERMANENT
$195

OREN GIANT LEAF MOWN,11111/71 OR

Blaciwes)
ye Peas.

Cream Style Corn
soap

RAITTY
mIlAll
ay

Dorton amour

EFFERDENT
TABLETS
40 ci. SI09
.

JOHNSON'S
BABY
POWDER
14...S127

pE
BISMOL
1 2'LSI49
bil.

I

JOHNSON'S
BABY
LOTION
1 n.$148
M. I
1

na[COST cum)courtggIVOST CuTTER COUPON

F.'

CUP-0SOUP

Et
——

gi[COST Clintlf COUPOt
ati siga[c_o!----------------Polcil!aKom Sprifit:CW!t

irrwc•
a

Al'

MIRACLE
MARGARINE —•-•

r Firi zlespabis

la
COMPL
E
= mt""

jecil =

=

EWORIN
$1.00 OFF1
to.re
purthow ri

am

—
R
RIGHT GUARD =
wes

leo with this carmen Limit one. so
as with Iti
t=1Fam. Limit WIC
no an
Imo
Expires Jon 1st.
Jot. 10.

MO as
MN

vnth

Limit ene, en
me
Expires AK la.
angen.

' IMO
lip

with this coupon. Lena one.

in. MI
With
NM

tbis cameo. Lie@ one

AN •••

WO,thri COUP.r. WOW One

lin
pee

Ar111111111111111111Degil

WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

1,
.
41 91 /mt. 10.

MI Mil ift"
,*OS CC‘90
"

=

re.

Wires

Stuilossuissu us
EXCEPT FROM NI2DNIGHT
SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDAY
SHOP MINA IT IS (ONVFAIIINT FOR YOU,

sij

416
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- Auditor Atkins Calls For Careful Stkly

Your Individual
Horoscope

'Idea

Frames Drake
TEMPALDECEs4Biwa23,1=7

What kind of day will
projects, reconsider them, but
FRANKFQRT, Ky.(AP) — consider the possibility of
accounts, I feel it is my duty to by Carroll per se, but said tomorrow be? To find out what
subdue unreasonable fears.
Gov. Julian Carroll thinks the completely funding the
forecast
stars
say,
read
the
the
Give a thought to earlier sucresist any attempt to restrict there are many ramifications
state auditors office would be auditors' office by charging
given for your birth Sign.
cessful moves, procedures.
or weaken the auditing of tax which need to be studied.
more independent and finan- state agencies for their audits.
They could guide you now.
'There may be areas that
expenditures," Atkins said.
cially sound . if all state
There currently is no statuVIRGO
Atkins has requested a large have not been thought A.R1
agencies had to pay for their tory requirement for state
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
increase in the general fund through." Coffman saki. -The" Mar-ft-to APr• 20) 411 4
Mediocre efforts won't do now
audits instead of having the agencies to reimburse the
Do not envy others. Sucappropriations for his office absence of general fund cessful
- especially with so much
acquaintances can
office funded from . general auditors office and the bulk of
for the next biennium and sug- money could disrupt the actually assist you. You have an
competition about. With skillful
fund money.
its activity is funded from gested other program thapges auditing process."
analytical
maneuvering, however, you
mind
and
But state Auditor George general fund appropriations.
may accomplish more than you
Coffman said state agencies penetrating insight. Use them!
he says will rssult in 100 perAtkins says that while such a
"'Me letter from the goverthink possible.
cent auditing of state.lagen- would not have to pay until the T(ApAUrR2U1Sto may 21)
suggestion is interesting, it nor presents an interesting
ti‘C:1Y
6 ' LIBRA
audits are performed, and
cies.
needs some careful study.
concept in funding, yet it does
A stimulating day! Stellar
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Assistant state Auditor there could be considerable
influences give new impetus to
Atkins' released a copy of a not address the broader issues
Be certain of what is expected
bookkee
ping
delay
the
in
Ralph Coffman noted Tuesday
of you. Don't go off "halfall worthwhile undertakings. Go
letter Tuesday which he has of overall accountability of
inter- forward confidently toward
for
the requests db not represent procedures
cocked" on assignments,
written
House Speaker state government sought in
an increase in general fund accounting the money from immediate objectives.
relying on guesswork or hoping
William Kenton asking to our budget and program
for miracles. Protect properspentling, but only switch the audited agency to the GEMINI
testify on any proposed proposals," Atkins wrote
ties.
personnel auditors office.
(May 22 to June 21) naafr
money
and
changes in the funding of the Kenton.
For your own benefit and the
SCORPIO
•"There could be real,ramificurrently used for auditing to
auditors office.
'While we are receptive to
cations if the proposal is ac- edification of others, bring to (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) al/ err('
the auditors office.
Carroll, in a Dec. 16 letter to suggested changes that will
light one
You may get a lot of off-beat
your lesser-known
Coffman said the proposal cepted carte blanche without talents andofcapitaliz
e on it. This ideas. Put them right out of
,Keriton and the Legislative strengthen the independence
would utilize money now spent considering the effects on the day calls for ACTION - for
your head. Day requires good
Research
Commission, and audit function of this
on personal service contracts auditing functions of this of- which it will pay handsomely. se
r1.
0 level-headedness,
ludiri.boenntt,
suggested the legislature office, as auditor of public
for audits along with transfer- fice," Coffman said.
CANCER
•
"We are really not opposed June 72 to July 23)
ring the auditors section of the
SAGITTARIUS
Some lack of harmony inFinance and Administration to anything right off the bat,"
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(4944;
Proceed
with
Good Jupiter influences
Department to the auditors of- Coffman said. "The intent of dicated.
encourage both routine acthe letter is to point out this prudence, forethought. When
fice.
considering widely divergent
tivities and the launching of new
Atkins was out of town Tues- office needs the opportunity to opinions, evaluate carefully.
and unusual enterprises. Acquit
day, but Coffman said Atkins talk with the various people LEO
yourself as the Sagittarian so
is not opposed to.the proposal• who will make decisions af- July 24 to Aug. 23)
ably can.
fecting our budget.
If you have any doubt about
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
Hold off on making decisions
All Merchandise In
and commitments until you are
Reduced
sure you have all the facts, and
do take into consideration the
various dispositions and temperaments of those involved in
your activities.
UP TO
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Be careful what you read into
By The Associated Press 1:il)or stability issues. But but no disturbances occurred
this day. It has fine potential,
All Sales Cash Only
and picketing elsewhere in the
In the fourth week of a nabut all things must be handled
Miller said, "It's not actually
1.:14114M:.:1 •
!V.,
with discretion.
tional coal strike by the United
state
was
light,
accordi
ng
to
matter
writing
of
the
a
conrirri,irrs
PISCES
•
Mine
Workers,
union
Kentuck
state
y
police.
tract. Once we come to
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
-president Arnold. Miller says
A District 6 official, Don
agreement on the basic points,
Don't fret if lack of ready
he is not optimistic that a
Nunley,
said
miners
and
noncash
temporar
wording
ily delays the
the
will come."
settlement will be reached
launching of a pet project.
Subcommittees established union coal operators appear to
soon.
There's
no hurry. In fact, time
during Tuesday's session were have "more or less of a truce
is definitely on your side.
Negotiations between the
expected to begin-Work today going" until after Jan. 1.
union and the Bituminous Coal
"We're scouting to find out
on the details of several
YOU BORN TODAY are an
Operators Association
points. Sources said both sides where the coal is coming
exceptionally talented and
resumed Tuesday after a
versatile individual, quite
had agrled not to let a dispute from," Nunley said. "We're
holiday recess. Miller, now
capable of reaching the highest
over a key issue delay work on pretty well organized now. We
officially in his second fivepinnacles of success and hapother, less controversial don't want to send out 3,000
year term as UMW president,
piness. Yet there is something
and
4,000
men
.
where
..
there
/topics, including grievance
of the paradoxical in your
said prior to Tuesday's sessicsr
procedures, health and safety, are only four or five (coal)
nature. On the one hand, you
that he "would prefer not to
and fringe benefits such as trucks." District 6 includes
truly believe that you have a
comment at this time,on the
Ohio
small
and
a
portion of
RIGHT to all this and you
vacations.
diwussions.'
constantly work toward the
Little activity was reported West Virginia.
There have been reports
achievement you desire. On the
"We're definitely going
in the nation's coalfields
that the bargaining is temother hand, however, you are
Tuesday. About 90 strikers back to Kentucky," Nunley
constantly plagued with selfporarily stalled over the
briefly picketed a non-union said. About half of the coal
doubt and fear that you WON'T
co,itract wording of several
mine in southeast Kentucky; produced in Kentucky comes
reach your goals. Hence you
from nonunion mines, and
suffer from emotional conflicts
which bring on moodiness,
pickets, primarily from
depression and, finally, a
District 6, earlier made
conviction that all effort is
numerous forays into the state
futile. You MUST conquer these
in an effort to stop that coal.
tendencies, for you DO have
District 6's International
what it takes, as they say, and
Executive Board member, once doubts have been removed
Bill Lamb, said he expects and self-confidence is bolstered,
picketing activity to increase. there is no limit to the heights
In his experience, he said, you can attain. Your talents are
many and you could succeed in
miners are quiet during the
the fields of literature,
first several weeks of a con- the law, stittesmscience,
anship,
tract strike.
education or in the realm of
business
"The third week they get
and
financial
management. Birthdate of :
edgey and the fourth week
Andrew
Johnson,
17th Pres.,
they get downright mean,"
U.S.A.; William E. Gladsone,
sal&Lamb.
British statesman.

Storewide
Pre-Inventory

12

Sale

2

Sale Begins
Tuesday
Dec. 27th

NEW YEAR'S EVE DANCE
JAYCEE BUILDING
Featuring

.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
wardens

3 Degree
4 Dock
MAIM
5 Rocky hill
111111U14111J MURIA]
6 Near
7 Nun's outfit Intl UMW
Mall
8 telnit of
ellni MUM 1213I4
Latvian
MOM DODDS ON
currency
MUM MOUOUNN
9 Lann
UNPIN AWN
conjunction =MO
M HUMOR
•10 Sum
19 Note of
II NRNMU MUM
11 Steeple
scale
20 Wheel tooth 16 Young boy OUP
MOM
MINN MN
21 Drink slowly 18 Above
OUDORN MOHO@
21 Seats on
22 Swiss river
ii
IAMM
MUM
23 Await
horses
22 Man's
settlement
mammal
conflict
24 Stroke
nickname
31 Goddess of
42 Greek letter
23 Hawaiian
25 Competent
healing
43 Indefinite
26 Worthless
rootstock
32 Genuine
46 C
numbere
24 Crony
leaving
33 Ancient
45 Emmet
27 Youngster
lcotioq
34 Crowd
28 Rubber tree 25 In music.
36 Edge
Woo
e
da
high
29 Exists
37 Transactions 4 2,a
lace
30 Most daring 27 Measure of 38 Fold
49
edt
weight
32 Conjunction
39 Meeting
scale
28 Employ
34 Male
rooms
51 Spanish
30 Flvina
40 Armed
35 Falsehood
article •
-36 Wes$
7
6
11111111111Z 4measure
1 Before
4 Chief god of
Memphis
8 Permits
12 Toll
13 Greek letter
14 Above and
touching
15 Deer's horn
1 Conjunction

FOUND — Gold bracelet
in front of Ledger &
Times,
Saturday
morning. Call 753-1916 or
come by the Ledger &
Times and identify.

RN CHARGE 7 a.m.-3:30
• p.m. LPN evenings 3
p.m.-11:30 p.m. LPN
relief evenings and
nights. Call 247-0200,
Maplewood
Farms
Health Care Center,
Mayfield, Ky.

on your

TV Towers
and

Antennas
Pl Service Center

OPPORTUNITY.
Position open for entry
into new paraprofessional career field.
Experience not
necessary, will ' train.
Pleasant working
conditions. Prefer some
college and moderate to
excellent typing skills.
Ideal for lady whose
children are grown or in
school. Send brief
resume to Box 32-M, c-o
Ledger & Times.

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
REWARD OFFERED for
information leading to
the arrest and conviction of persons
responsible for breaking
in, stealing and vandalizing a 1971 Toyota at
1512 Henry St., Murray.
Call 753-6100.
YOUR NEED is our
-rOiltern: NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday
through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
IF YOU PRAY for
something you sincerely
need, will God answer
you? Only if you are
faithfully doing HIS
WILL. If not the results
will be as if you picked
up your phone and
began to talk without
dialing. You may have a
sincere need for a
doctor, policeman, etc.
But there would be no
answer. For Bible proof
read Colossians 3:145,
Romans 12:.1-21, St.
John 17:1-26. For further
information
consult
your
Bible.
For
assistance call 753-0984.

Fire
Police
Rescue

Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

$10 per hour. New
Kroger addition, Central Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky. Call 7530739.

SOMEONE TO clean
house 1 day a week.
References
required.
Call 753-7114.
- CASHIER-clerk needed.
Apply in person only to
Uncle Jeffs Clothing
De rtment.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY— Equal
opportunity employer.
Sales manager. Send
confidential resume to
Worldwide Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 873, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to 825,000, farm loans
some 6kt per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call
1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.

753-1411
753-1621
153-6952
153-9332
753-5131

Celnprehensive
Cafe
7534622
Poison Control
753-7588
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Needline
. 753-NEED
Learn To Read
753-2288

Tommy Jennings Show

BEETLE BAILEY
COOKIE ?...
THE GENERAL'S
IN A FOUL
MOOD TODAY

HALF PRICE on
and shirts. The
Unlimited,
Shopping.

COLOR POHTRA ITS.,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parkifg
lot, use our rear entrance.

mum

URLEY TOBACCO
poundage for 1977 crop.
Call 489-2126.

WEED
EATERS
Clippie, 819.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware.; Paris.

7
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ROAST IS SuRNED
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rhil2.5. PALMER, WILL YOU
STAY IN THE PALACE
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39 Pronoun
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70
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45 Be ill
46 Goal
48 Merit
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SP 33
50 Spare
Mr
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54 Kill
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1 Greek letter 49
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Open Weehdays
Non Wed 14-f
"'Closed On Thursdays
Fr; & Sat 8-2 30
•Hoir Cuts •Shoves
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 500 to assure prompt service next day. 1533685

st

ill

i
"I
I

Building, equipment, furniture, and fixtures.
Approximately 1 acre lot with more than 28
years left
on a prime land lease. If you are serious about
getting into the restaurant business

CALL

& TIMES;41Fednesday,Deeensber 36, 1977

15 IDE MULL/LAY.KY-.t

31E 31E"3C IC
I ti ArttrIeS

I SAW sale. Model
574, 7k4", 1% HP, $29.99,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, $54.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
- le

COMMODES - BORG
Warner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware,.r1S.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15 and up per rick.
Delivered prompt
delivery. $12 per rick if
you haul. Call 437-4228 or
_ 437-4346;

49 Used Cars & Trucks

22 Musical

15 Articles For Sale

For Sale

FIREWOOD. Will' GUITAR LESSONS: 8
week course. Basic
deliver. Call 753-5857.
chords and strumming.
OVEN ELEMENTS for
Call 753-6544 after 5 p.
all electric ranges.
m.
Smoke detectors,
24.Miscellaneous
Regular $36.95 for
824.95. Battery inclufled. GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
Rowland Refrigeration,
$309.95. Wallin Hard110 South 12th Street.
ware, Paris
EXCORRELLE
PRESSION, 20 piece CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
16 Home

11
/

41

18 Sewing

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY for sale.
Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone Kop,perud Realty, 753-1=2
for more inforrntition.

...
....-7.
:. ...

FN OOD )5
NOT 444DE
IN

Furnishings

STOVE,table and chairs,
couch and chair, rocking
chair, sewing machine.
Call 753-5258.

358 WOODEN DOORS for '
sale. Sized 3'x6'8"'and
2'8" X 6'8". Also brass
door hardware. Call 7536374 or visit at 801 N.
20th.

120 ACRES completely
th most crossfenced
ed with
fenced, 92 acres tendable. Has well, stock
11 barn, tobacco barn &
has. Located on TuckerGarland Road. Phone
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.

QUALITY

reeko*ired-tele.
1C
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*AUCTION SALE*

Murray

759-1707

'The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS

759-1707

•'••It
• i!••••••

•

•••

WALLIS DRU

,„
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Surplus Vehicle Sale

The Div. of PropertitA, Frankfort, Ky., is 'scr
cepting sealed bids, to be opened and read on
January 23, 1978, on state-owned vehicles located
at the Gen. Services Building, Chestnut Street,
Murray, Ky., where bid forms may be obtained
and vehicles inspected.
1957-Chevrolet Pick-up, u• ton,S/N 3A 57N112361
19610Chevrolet Van, 117 ton, S/N GE158P145058
1969 Ford Station Wagon,S/N 9072Y175100
1970 Ford Station Wagon,S/N 0U72H 148316
1952 Reo Van,S/N 110371
STATE EMPLOYEES, OR THEIR HUSBAND
OR WIFE, ARE NOT PERMITTED TO BID
FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY OFFERFD FOR
SAWINSEALED Bak - - For further information contact Mr. Carl Murr rt, Department, Telephone No
p',v, P.,• 1 .1 ,
762-2705.
762-2704, or

ALTU

34. Houses For Rent
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE, 1 block from
campus,$165 per month.
Call 753-3293.
TWO BEDROOM house
available _first
of
January.
35 118hth•
Call 247-0S, Mayfield.
36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack
753-8850
between 8 and 5.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rant
753-4758

51 Services Offered

window van. Midas
touch. Air condition.
Gold shag carpet. Your
captains chairs. Two
seats make bed. Two
tables, refrigerator and
storage box. Call 4437323 days, nights 4431631 or 442-3140.
1972 GRAND TORINO,
good mechanically and
new tires. $700. Call
after 7 p. m. 345-2295.
1969 BUICK LE SABRE,4
door, air and power. Call
753-8533 or 489-2425.
1974 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 753-7614.

Insulation of Murray
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

LANDOLT
GEORGE
Tree Co. Full insured.
Trees cut and trimmed.
Call 753-4707.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

GLITTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
'
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

.14' PS POpiat-it:fttOIS

USED SINGER Sewing
2J:1111
fa
4
49
1
1
*7:PE
machine, zig-zag, all CUSTOM MADE mat1
11213E5
,
4
97r
be
tre4e0
regular
attathiiihiltI'- treks for antique-beds or campers. Buy direct
Sews perfect. Fully
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
from factory and save. 1'1 DIPNLI GET TO MAKI`f MEETING5
guaranteed. Full cash
that expensive carpet,
See their
527-1468 "153-9625
price, $39.50. Payments
elegant MAW, SPENT MOST OF -THETIME
AMU COPS 890eEtt
clean with Blue Lustre.
Bamboo, Wicker and -TRYING TO FIN9 A SPACE 'TO PARK
may be arranged. Call
Rent electric shamBrass furniture. Wises
Martha Hopper, 354"THE TRACTOR.1%
poen Western Auto, 8619.
STELLA, KY. Clean-Up
West Ky. Mattress and
Shop - Four overhead
home of "Wishing Well
Furniture
1136
South
20 Sports Equipment
38 Pets Supplies
doors, compressor,
Gift Shop."
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1gas heater,
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
overhead
443-7323.
SMOOTH FOX Terrier WALLET WATCHERS off AMF Sunfish and
window air conditioner,
MOVING MUST SELL:
bedrooms,
11
/
2
stop,
4
puppies.-Call 753-6505.
Force 5. Free delivery SKIL lita-VY /
1
2" drill
2 drains. 106 ft. frontage
New Kenmore dish=
located on deep lot near
handle,
within
50
spade
miles.
on 121 West. Extra lot
Great
with
washer and G.E. range.
university - priced in the
Christmas gift for whole
access from
with
Model 510 only $39.99. TWO COON HOUNDS, 1
Both Harvest gold. Also
Jobs
Loretta
teens. Call
black tan, 1 registered
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Kirksey Road. Will sell
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
new ping pong table.
Realtors, "9-1492.
Walker. Call 474-2361.
Highway 62, Calvert
at $32,000 or will conCall 753-3763 before 6
Borg
City,
TUBS
BATH
Ky.
Wednesdaysider lease. Call or come
p.m.
tnrst-km-thvely older by BOYD MAJORS
Saturday call 395-7844 or
Warne--ilirKfteklan, 5'
home with style & grace. REAL ESTATE, '753659.99.
white,
362-8585
steel,
nights.
FOR SALE. Paneling 80
Large scenic lot. Lots of 8080 105 N. 12th.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
patterns from $2.75 to
22 Musical
closet space. Large
Paris.
Hardware,
Realty
Waldrop
$7.50. /
1
2"-4x8 plywood
Partially
rooms.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
In Business
John C.
$6.50. %"-4x8 Particle
26. TV Radio
redecorated. Two
pianos.
used
organs,
l9.56.
Since
board $3.25. 4x8 exterior
Neubauer
upstairs.
apartments
Lonardo Piano Co., THE FOLKS at Sunset
7534646
siding starting at $6.00.
This is the type home
Realtor
Office,
Boulevard
urge
you
to
across
from
Post
wheel
All sizes wagon
everyone wants so give
hurry and lay-away that
Paris, TN.
Lis/ Your Property With Us
and yoke light fixtures.
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
Pioneer Car Stereo for
75341101
New supply cabinet
515 Meie St.
23 Exterminating
HOME OF DISTINCReal Estate, 753-3263
Christmas
to
guarantee
topping 30 cents per ft.
and
TION-Beautiful
anytime.
to have the Pioneer you
44. Lots For Sale
2x4's-8' 70 cents ea.
1
2
spacious.4 adroom, 2/
want.
Pioneers
great
FREE
Vanities - All sizes.
in
tforne
BUILDING LOT at Oak
bath
demand nationwide this
Termite
Mobile home skirting for
SubGatesborough
Estates. 125 x 200. Call
year has already caused
KOPPERUD
a 12x60-3' high $63.00.
Inspection
753-9422 or 753-9706.
division. Almost 3,000
a
shortage
on
some
REAL Y
Desks, chairs, safes and
square feet of comCertified By [PA
models. Some come on
A reed Getty Med* loperry
file cabinets. 2 and 4
"For Real Service
LOT
in
designed
CORNER
fortable,
well
over
to
Sunset
drawer insulated files.
In Real Estate"
1-443-6106.
Call
this
2Murray.
living
area
in
Boulevard Music,
Ross & Tuck Salvage
story brick home.
• 711 Main 7531222
Key's Termite
Dixieland
Center,
46. Homes For Sale
Mdse., Inc. Hwy. 45, 1
Central natural gas
Chestnut
St.
Control
Pest
&
THREE
BEDROOM
mi. South Martin, Tn.
heat, lovely fireplace,
RENTAL PROPERTY
brick with garage, 11
/
2
Phone 587-2420 Martin,
SISSONS ZENITH TV
Nome *weed .01 ripereseir ever
formal dining room,
rearresi awl WA
$3,600 potential income
years. De rot Nee
acre lot on Kirksey
Tn. 3E437.
Lowest
prices
Sales.
gas
with
private
patio
%abet
0
on this duplex - Make 11Highway. Priced in mid
ever. 25" color console
100 Sosth 13th St.
grill and we could go on
Phone 753-3914
13 per cent on your in20's. Must sell, owner
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
from $579.95. We save
and on9 Why not take a
vestment - also have
leaving town. Call 753436-5829.
you money. Highway 94,
look at this quality
Roaches,Sliver Fol.
income
property
3815.
of
19
miles
West
just
home-it may be
and Shrubs
available in the form of
Murray. Over 15 years
been
what you've
SKIL ROUTER sale, 42
47 Motorcycles
14 rental units filled to
AIMS
sales
and
of
Zenith
753looking
for.
Phone
HP model 548 only
cent
capacity
..100
per
1976
YAMAHA YZ 250.
service. Call 1-382-2174.
1222. Kopperud Realty.
$35.99. Wallin Hard&reit
financing
New
tires, good shape.
ware, Paris.
ervallable.. Call uaWANTED A RESPON1977 XS 400, less than 600
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
.today, Loretta Jobs
SIBLE person to take up
miles. Better than new.
lot-Corner of US-641
Realtors, 753-1492.
payments on a 25" color
Call 753-7228.
Plains
and
Green
TV. J & B MusicEvery Friday Sight
48 Automotive Service
Church Road. Measures
Magnagrox.Call 753-7575.
Tenn.
Paris,
Neese.
Auction
Sal
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
SALE - Willard car
This week another load from St. Louis. Glass,
27 Mobile Home Sales
The None
Railroad right-of-way on
year
battery,
2
dishes,china,furniture, 94 piece Noritake china,
the East side. Excellent
Number In
MARRIOTT,2 bedrooms,
lot of slit and pepper shakers, R and R lantern,
guarantee, $22.88; 3
location for .retail or
wicker planter, small walnut dining table,
11
/
2 baths, gas heat,
year guarantee, $26.99:
service businesses. If
walnut bed, maple hutch, game table set, color
underpinning and real
year guarantee,
4
interested, call Stinson
TV., set of rose back walnut chairs, lamps,
nice. Located at Fox
$29.99; 5 year guaranFor
Al!
Your
Realty, 753-3744 or 753chest, beds, dressers, odds and ends of all kinds
Meadows. Price $4500.
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
0774.
Real Estate Needs
Come see.
753-7974.
or
753-1877
Call
free 5 year guarantee,
Shorty McBride
Is
$39.99. Wallin Hard#247 Auctioneer
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
ware, Paris.
4
baths,
bedroom, 2
Spann
Realty
Guy
19
Used Cars & Tricks
central heat and air,
"Tem Roy Pothole
underpinning, nice front
CHEVIVOLET
1971
la Reel Estate"
Here is that hard to find property. 25 acres in
porch. Furnished or
CAPRICE, 4 door, all
7531724
county with over 1000 ft. on blacktop. Located at
Alurrey, KV.
901 Sycamore
unfurnished. Call 753power, air condition,
intersection of Brooks Chapel Rd. and Hwy. 1346
JO'
5.
after
3418
AM-FM radio. Good
many
utilized
in
be
off Hwy.641 N. Property can
YOUR FARM
Call 753-1262.
SELL
condition.
ways. Good buy at $22500. Make an offer o4 all
Home
Rentals
Mobile
29
Kopperud
through
or part.
After Roars
1973 /
3
4 TON Heavy duty
MOBILE HO
S and
Realty, 711 Main. We
759-1 716
Dodge Club cab. Call
mobile home spaces for
have had many inquiries
753-7370 or 753-0129.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
regarding all types of
Uncle Mfrs ShoppiaitGatar
Call 753-3280.
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
farm
or acreage tract to
Our business is helping people"
Fox Meadows and
sell, contact us at 753•PRESCRIPTIONS
Evenings:
Coach Estates. South
1222. Also if you have
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Nelson Shroat 759-1 716
16th Street. Call 753been wanting to put- •
*LEADING NV ANDS OF COSMETICS
Marie Nic s759-1056
3855.
chase acreage, contact
•FIOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
32 Apartments For Rent
us for an update otv,,
properties listed for sale+,
NICE
FURNISHED
in Calloway County. We
apartment. Inquire 100
at Kopperud Realty
South 13th.
provide a complete
range of Real Estate
ONE BEDROOM furService. Phone us today.
nished apartment. Heat,
water and cablevision
PS
furnished. Call 753-7243.

7

51 Services Offered

-1111=11111--4444---4m€A1444.&*--ftevisem-pertewitsit

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531051

25 ACRES WITH sifveral
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of highway frontage. Located
withing minutes of Ky.
Lake. Priced , in mid
teens. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
provide a complete
range of keel Estate
Service"

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance I Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Murray, Renew:Ay

753-4451
aneseil

A Slice Of Nice
Extra sharp 4 bedroom home recently listed on
west side of Murray. This extremely neat home
features economical central gas heat for those
cold winter days ahead, immaculate landscaping, attached garage, cozy den, and stepsaving kitchen. This is an excellent buy in the
low 40's. If you want to make the family happy in
'78, make your appointment now to see this fine
home

fir

KOPPERUD
REALTY

711 Main
753-1222
George Gallagher 753-8120 Geri Andersen 753.7932
Sorry Patterson 492-83•2 fief topperud 753-1222
9111 Rayburn 753.4474

'1973 TWO DOOR green
Maverick. Air and
power steering. Excellent condition. 29,000
miles. Call 753-6085.
CHEVROLET
1973
pickup, V-8 straight,
$1495. 1967 Ford pickup
$350. Call 489-2595.
DOOR
1970
FOUR
Pontiac Executive.
Excellent Condition.
Call 753-5561.
1970 VW BEETLE. Call
753-2691.
1972 BUICK ELECTRA
Custom. Power windows
and doors, tilt wheel.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3178.
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 4362204.
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
-Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecieat service. No job
too email. Call Ernest
White, 7514105.

AIR COMPRESSORS
New & Rebuilt Units. tepees
of ell makes

DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
-rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-3548951
or 1-3324895.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experienoe. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Noitmey 94 lest
7534400

54 Free Column
R 6 WEEK old pure
bred bird dog pups. Free
to good homes. Call 7535474.

'Sorel Save
28INN
Free Delivery
Pleered. reedy te soy Or beye 5Su14 end Send Goyim eel rex* ........Ai. Id se
Vt 74,611 sleesionl See
red, Me/ el" e•eileol %op tem rest Sten caw te Cert.,
lett end bey lest fpriiio
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0914

INSULATION
DOES NOT COST IT PAYS

502-442-9396

WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative rock., Also
free estimatei on
driveway and parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
- finishing. 10 years 'experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

JACKSON
PURCHASE
INSULATION OF
MURRAY
announces its opening by

SAVING YOU MONEY
TVA Approved

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753
,
5933.

Call ANDY ANDERSON

7594820
For Your'. Insulation Needs

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp,
753-5933.

Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-/9290.
WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. Call 7591231.
FOR YOUR septir_tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

eitSe/urea(

r?

ELIflrT

What A Way To
Start The New Year
Here is a home on approx. 2 aeres. Home includes 3 bedrooms, living room, dining room,
family room with beautiful brick fireplace, kitchen with stove, double oven, dishwasher, and
beautiful cabinets, recreation room with pool
table, utility room, with washer-dryer, which
could be second kitchen if desired, 2 baths, one
with lovely sunken tub &- gold fixtures, 2 car
garage with additional storage room, and more.
Couldn't be reproduced at listing price of $57,500
Call or come by

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shoyg Center

759-1707
-Helping people is °qr. business

SIGNS
*7591661

Evenings:
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Marie Nicks 159-105%
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- Israel's Begin Vows To Hold On
Mrs. Autumn Ezell
Dies At Westview;

Hardie Williams Is
Dead At Age of 91, Dead Atlgb 62;
Rites At Palestine Rites On Thursday

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime
Minister Menahem Begin declared
today he "will not surrender" to international pressure to accept Egypt's
Word has been received of
Hardie Williams, age 91, of the death of R. Halton West
Mrs. Autumn Ezell of
terms
for a peace settlement, which
Mrs. Jo Anna (Annie)
Murray Route Two, near
the Palestine ,Church com- who died Sunday at his home Smith, mother of Walter call for a Palestinian state in the ocKirksey, died Tuesday at 6:40
munity, Dexter Route One, at 4490 Madison, Dearborn,
West Bank of the Jordan River
Smith of Hardin, died Monday cupied
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
died Tuesday at 9:05 p.m. at Mich. He was 62 years of age at 12:45 p.m. at the Benton and the Gaza Strip.
-It is clear to me that we have
Home.She was 76 years of age
the Murray-Calloway County and a former resident of Long-Term Care Unit. She
the correct road to peace ...
Hospital.
adopted
and was a member of the
CarloWay County.
was 92 years of age and-a
Kirksey United Methodist
there is no doubt that the only way to
His wife, Mrs. Myrtie Lee :Mr. West had retired as resident of Lowes.
Williams, died Feb. 21, 1974, welder with the Freuhoff
peace is the path chosen by the
Church.
The deceased was a government," Begin told the Israeli
The deceased was preceded
and one daughter, Mrs. Roy Company in August. He was a
in death by, her husband, ( Lorenel Burkeen, died April member of the Dearborn member of the Lowes United parliament, or Knesset.
-We have done our share. We have
Hansel P. Ezell, on Aug. 26,
17, 1977. A retired fernier, he Baptist Church, and was the Methodist Church and a
1966, and by one son, Taz W. was a member of the son of the late Galen West and charter membwr of the Grand made our contribution. Now it is the
Ezell, on May 31, 1965. Born
Palestine United Methodist Bessie, Paschall West of Rivers Chapter No. 484 of the turn of the other side."
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that he presented to Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat in Iinailia
Christmas day, including continued
Israeli military presence in part of the
occupied territories.
While Sadat reported some progress
)r Israeli withdrawal from Sinai, he
aid Begin were deeply divided over the
Palestinian issue. The Knesset will vote
on Begin's plan, and despite some
opposition in the ranks of Begin's own
Likud Party, he seemed certain to get a
majority.
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan was
at his accustomed seat in the Knesset
after a mysterious absence on Tuesday.
Israeli press reports said today he flew
secretly to Iran to report to the shah on
Mideast developments and seek his
influence in drawing Jordan into the
peace talks.
In his remarks before the Knesset,
Begin clearly implied that the plan
made major concessions and was a
fitting reply to Sadat's breakthrough

arterNamesMcIntyre

Funeral'Tuesday fot Mr. Anderson

Set/met. Are Today For Henry A. Doron

The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee, burned by the Lance affair,
has promised to examine future cabinet
level nominess more closely.

of L School of Education, said the WKU
survey bears out other evidence across
the nation that "the oversupply of
teachers that has existed since 1970 is
diminishing and that supply and
demand are moving toward a balance."
As president of the Kentucky
Assoeillion of Colleges for Teachers
Education, Powers authorized WKU to
conduct the study.
Powers said he considers the drop in
the production of teachers in Kentucky
"pretty remarkable" and added that he
was surprised to learn the decline has
been so great.
The drop in the number of teachers
between 1972 and 1976 probably occurred because "the word got out on the
labor situation, that there jugt aren't
the jobs available," Powers said. "I
don't know of any colleges that have

_
visit to Jerusalem last month, where he
called on Israel to take "hard
decisions."
Bu Begin added the autonomy plan
did not mean Israel was relinquishing
its claim to sovereignty over the West
Bank and Gaza.
"We have a rightful claim to this part
of the land of Ispel," he szitcl. "It is our
land."
But he acknowledged that both
Jordan and the Palestinians had conflicting claims to the same land.
For that reason, Begin said, Israel
was suggesting that the question of
sovereignty over the West Bank and
Gaza remain open until the claims can
be resolved.
"If these conflicting claims remain,
and if there is no answer to this conflict,
an agreement will not be possible with
the Arab states," Begin said.
In other Mideast developments:
—Officials in Tehran said President
Carter will hold separate meetings in
the Iranian capital Friday with Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi and King
Hussein of Jordan. Mideast peace and
Indian Ocean strategy are expected to
be high on the agenda
—Damascus Radio said hardline
Arab nations will convene a second
summit soon to counter Sadat's peace.
drive. Beirut newspapers said the
session will take place Jan.8 in Algiers.
The first anti-Sadat summit took place
in Tripoli, Libya,last month.

made a great effort to spread the word,
but it's gotten around.Pow.ers said he expects another
teacher shortage in the early 1980s. His
predictions are "purely conjecture," he
said, but recent projections that the
decline in school populations will level
off around 1980 and begin to rise again
lead him to believe there will be an
increased need for teachers.
The colleges and universities surveyed are all members of the KM,IL.
They are Asbury College, Bellarmine
College, Berea College, Campbellsville
College, Eastern Kentucky University,
Georgetown College, Kentucky State
University, Morehead State University,
Murray State University, Northern
Kentucky
University and the
University of Kentucky, U of L and
Western.
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